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This dissertation investigates how mobility of syntactic elements is affected by the theory of labeling
(Chomsky 2013) and the theory of phases (Chomsky 2000, 2001), with the special attention paid to the
contextuality of labeling and phases, and traditional adjunction.
Chapter 2 discusses labeling of modification structures and its consequences for the mobility of
elements involved in such constructions. This chapter aims to deduces the adjective-noun agreement
requirement on discontinuous NPs discussed in Bošković (2009b, 2013a) from the labeling theory. This
chapter also makes a specific proposal regarding the timing of label and provides evidence that labeling is
not always required for interpretation based on a particular labeling based approach to the interpretation of
adjunct. The labeling account of the A/N agreement generalization is extended to a number of phenomena;
it explains why inalienable but not alienable possessors can move in Korean, it provides an explanation for
the well-known ban on long-distance scrambling of adjuncts and provides a new perspective on crosslinguistic variation regarding argument ellipsis.
Chapter 3 discusses several word order paradigms in Korean in terms of Bošković’s (2016a)
contextual approach to phasal edges, which argues that not all edges count as phasal edges for the purpose
of the PIC. In this respect, a particular word order paradigm involving Possessor Raising out of NPs with
multiple possessors is discussed. This chapter also investigates the interaction of ECM and scrambling,
providing an explanation for why ECM has a blocking effect on long-distance scrambling (unless the ECM
NP undergoes scrambling itself). Finally, this chapter investigates Proper Binding Condition (PBC) effects
in Korean, which surface in some contexts but not in others, deducing PBC effects from the contextuality
of phasal edges.
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Chapter 4 investigates the relation between the mobility of various elements and Case-marking. It
has been claimed that only Case-marked elements can undergo scrambling in Korean. This chapter shows
show that the immobility of Case-less elements in Korean is caused by incorporation, which also explains
why they cannot elide. It is also argued that genitive-drop should be treated differently from accusative
Case drop.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Contextuality of Labeling

This dissertation investigates how the mobility of various syntactic elements is affected by the theory of
labeling (Chomsky 2013) and the theory of phases (Chomsky 2000, 2001), with special attention paid to
the contextuality of labeling and phases, and traditional adjunction. In light of the overall goal of the
dissertation I will first consider how the labeling of complex syntactic objects has been treated in the
literature.
The operation Merge combines two elements X and Y into {X,Y}. The long-standing assumption of the
generative grammar has been that the nature of the object created by the merger needs to be specified. For
example, when a verbal and a nominal element are merged, as in (1), information has to be provided
regarding whether the resulting object is verbal or nominal in nature; in slightly more technical terms, (1),
arrive then labels the object formed by the merger.

(1)

{arrive, John}

In the Government and Binding framework (GB), labeling was part of structure building as X-bar theory
essentially provided labels. The early minimalism has kept the gist of this approach, by adapting it to the
Bare Phrase Structure system. In Chomsky (1995), which is based on the Bar Phrase Structure, labeling is
part of the definition of Merge, in that the merger of {X, Y} will be labeled either by X or Y.
Chomsky’s (2013) labeling theory, which is the starting point of this dissertation, differs from this view
in that labeling is not part of the operation Merge but is essentially determined contextually; i.e., it is
affected by the syntactic context where the relevant elements are located. Chomsky then provides an
algorithm that specifies labels (more informally, the nature of an object formed by Merge). The main goal
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of this dissertation is to examine how the contextuality of labeling affects the mobility of elements in the
relevant configurations.
Specifically, Chomsky proposes that in the case where a head and a phrase merge, the head provides the
label for the resulting object. For cases where non-minimal projections undergo merger, there are two ways
of implementing labeling: through prominent feature sharing or traces, where traces are basically ignored
for the purpose of labeling. The case of labeling via feature sharing is shown in (2). The resulting label of
the merger of what and the interrogative C (which is actually a CP at the relevant point) is determined by
the feature-sharing of the Q-feature. Hence, what is projected in (2) for the object in question is the Qfeature.

(2)

I wonder [QP whati [CP C [john bought t1]]]

The case where the labeling is implemented through traces is illustrated by (3), with the relevant part of the
derivation given in (4).

(3)

Whati do you think [CP t`i [C` that [John bought ti]]]?

(4)

v [VP think [? What [CP that [John bought ti]]]]

Chomsky assumes that successive-cyclic movement does not involve feature sharing, which essentially
follows Bošković (1997, 2002, 2007, 2008b), who argues that successive-cyclic movement does not
involve feature-checking. Hence there is no feature-sharing between the declarative complementizer that
and the wh-phrase that passes through the edge of the CP in (3). Since labeling through feature-sharing is
not an option in this case, the embedded clause cannot be labeled at the point when what and the CP undergo
merge, which is indicated by the ?-notation. When v is merged into the structure, what moves away. Now
the trace of what is ignored for the purpose of labeling (since it is part of a larger constituent; a chain which
is not dominated by the object to be labeled), hence ? is labeled as CP after movement of what.
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What is important for the purpose of this dissertation is the contextuality of the labeling algorithm. In the
GB framework and early minimalism, labels were essentially provided by the X-bar theory/Merge as an
automatic part of structure building. In fact, in Chomsky (1995), labeling was part of Merge: when X and
Y are merged, either X or Y labels the resulting object.
In Chomsky (2013), labeling is not part of the definition of Merge1. The Labeling Algorithm is taken to
apply at the point of transfer to the interfaces, providing labels to the structures formed by Merge. The
underlying assumption being that labels are only needed for the interpretation at the interfaces. Under this
approach to labeling, labeling takes place at the phasal level, since phases determine the timing of spellout; i.e., when the structure is sent to the interfaces. Labeling also in a sense depends on the context, given
that it can even be changed/determined during the derivation. In that sense, labeling is contextual in
Chomsky (2013).
While this dissertation generally follows the labeling algorithm framework, it will adopt a modification
suggested in Bošković (2015) regarding the timing of when the labeling algorithm applies. For Chomsky
(2013) labeling applies at the point of spell-out. Since spell-out is determined by phases, labeling takes
place at the phasal level. However, Bošković (2016b) points out a serious chicken-or-the-egg style question
for the timing of labeling in Chomsky (2013): Bošković argues that phasehood determination requires
labeling, i.e., phases do not exist prior to labeling (see Bošković 2018 for evidence that unlabeled elements
cannot be phases). Without any labeling, we cannot determine phasal levels which means that it is also
impossible to determine points of spell-out, hence structures cannot be sent to spell-out. But spell-out is
necessary for labeling. Bošković (2015) resolves this issue by arguing that the Labeling Algorithm can
apply when it can. For example, the merger of a head and a phrase can get labeled at the creation of the
structure, as in (5), following (6). He also shows that this suffices to resolve the chicken-or-the-egg issue
noted above.

1

The view goes back to Collins (2002), who has argued that labels are not needed at all.
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(5)

{H H, XP}

(6)

Label when you can

Bošković (2015) shows that this resolves additional problems that arise under Chomsky’s approach. Thus,
under Chomsky’s assumption that traces are ignored for the purpose of labeling, a head that undergoes
head-movement in many cases would not be able to label the resulting object if labeling takes place only
at the phasal level. Consider the structure in (7), where Z is the first phasal head in the structure. Bošković
(2016c) points out that the merger of Y and KP in (7) could not be labeled by Y as YP, given that traces
are ignored for the purpose of labeling if labeling takes place only at the phasal level, as in Chomsky (2013).
The problem does not arise under (6), where Y can label the relevant structure before it undergoes
movement.

(7)

Z0 [XP Y0 + X0 [YP ty KP]]

(Bošković 2016c)

Based on the contextuality of the labeling algorithm and the timing of labeling discussed above, this
dissertation will investigate how the labeling algorithm applies to modification structures like (8), with the
special attention paid to (6). Crucially, it will be argued that the mobility of elements in a configuration like
(8) is determined by the contextuality and the precise timing of labeling.

(8)

{AP, NP} (for example, red car)

1.2 Contextuality of phases

The second part of this dissertation focuses on the contextuality of phasal edges (Bošković 2016a) and its
consequences for the mobility of various syntactic elements. The contextuality of phasehood has been
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discussed extensively in the literature (see e.g., Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2005, Bošković 2005, 2013b,
2014, 2015, 2016a Den Dikken 2007, Gallego and Uriagereka 2007, Takahashi 2010, 2011, Despić 2011,
Wurmbrand 2013a, Kang 2014 among many others): In Chomsky’s (2000, 2001) original approach to
phases, phasehood is rigid in that the phasal status of X does not depend on its syntactic context; e.g. CP is
always a phase and IP is never a phase. A number of authors (see the references cited above) have argued
that phasehood should be defined contextually, that is, that the phasal status of X can be affected by the
syntactic context in which X is found. Furthermore, Bošković (2013a, 2016a) argues that not only phases
but also phasal edges (i.e., the status of a Spec/adjunct with respect to the Phase-Impenetrability Condition
(PIC)) are contextual: In particular, only the highest edge is accessible from the outside (see also Rackowski
and Richards 2005, Wurmbrand 2013a, Zanon 2015, Park 2017). In other words, knowing that XP is a
phase and that α is located in SpecXP is not enough to establish the status of α regarding the PIC with
respect to phase XP.
The crucial ingredient of the contextuality of phasehood for the purpose of this dissertation is the
contextuality of phasal edges, discussed most extensively in Bošković (2013a, 2016a). Specifically,
Bošković claims that in order to determine whether a Spec or an adjunct of phase XP counts as a phase
edge, it is necessary to determine whether XP has other Spec/adjuncts, which is similar to the contextual
approach to phases, where the phasal status of a phrase can be affected by its syntactic context (see the
references above). Specifically, Bošković (2016a) shows that only the highest specifier/adjunct of a phase
counts as a phasal edge, where movement affects what count as the highest specifier/adjunct, as shown by
the Serbo-Croatian (SC) examples in (9).
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(9)

a. Na tebei sam vidio [NP[ponosnog ti] [NP oca]]
of you am seen

proud

father

‘I saw Jovan’s father who is proud of you.’
b.*Na tebei sam vidio [NP Jovanovog [NP[ponosnog ti][NP oca]]]
of you am seen

Jovan’s

proud

father

c. ?Na tebei sam vidio [NP [ponosnog ti] [NP Jovanovog [NP oca]]]
of you am seen

proud

Jovan’s

father

d. ?Jovanovogi na tebej sam vidio [NP ti [NP [ponosnog tj ][NP oca]]]
Jovan’s

of you

am seen

proud

father

‘I saw Jovan’s father who is proud of you.’

(Bošković 2016a)

Although SC allows extraction of complements of modifying APs, as shown by (9a), this operation is not
possible when the AP is preceded by a possessor, as in (9b). (9c) shows that what determines the
extractability is the linear order between the AP and the possessor, as the extraction is possible if the AP
precedes the possessor, as in (9c). It is also possible if the possessor itself moves, as in (9d). (9) thus presents
an interesting locality issue regarding extraction out of modifying APs in SC. Bošković (2016a) argues that
(9) can be accounted under the contextual approach to phasal edges.
Before discussing how the phasal edge can be determined, it should be noted that that there is evidence
which shows that APs and possessors are NP-adjuncts in SC, which was given in Despić (2011,2013) and
Bošković (2013b). Thus, Despić (2011, 2013) shows that the elements in question adjoin to NP based on
examples like (11), which contrasts in the relevant respect with English (10).

(10) a. Hisi father considers Johni highly intelligent
b. Johni’s father considers himi highly intelligent.
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(11) a. *[NPKustricini [NPnajnoviji film]] gai je zaista razoc̆arao.
Kusturica’s

latest

movie him is really disappointed

‘Kusturicai's latest movie really disappointed himi.’
b. *[NPNjegovi [NPnajnoviji film]] je zaista razoc̆arao Kusturicui.’
‘His latest movie really disappointed Kusturica.’

Despić (2011,2013) argues that the SC data in (11) can be explained if SC possessors are NP-adjoined like
adjectives, and DP is missing in SC (see Bošković 2008, 2012 for arguments that DP is missing in SC, a
language without articles; in fact, Bošković argues that languages without articles generally lack DP): the
possessor then c-commands outside of the subject in (11), causing condition B/C violations.
Regarding the location of adjectives in relation to possessors, Bošković (2014) notes that adjectives and
possessors are ordered freely in SC NPs, as in (12). Bošković (2014) argues that the word order paradigm
can be captured if both adjectives and possessors are NP-adjuncts.

(12)

a. Jovana Skupa

slika

John’s expensive picture

b. Skupa

Jovanova slika

expensive John’s

picture

Furthermore, the presence of adjectives does not change the binding paradigm from (11), which can be
captured if APs are also NP-adjuncts, given the absence of the DP-layer in SC (what is important here is
that AP is not located in a separate projection, which would confine the c-command domain of the
possessor).

(13)

*[NPBrojni [NP Kusturicinii [NP filmovi ]]] su
numerous Kusturica’s

movies

gai zaista razoc̆arali.

are him really disappointed

‘Numerous movies of Kusturica really disappointed him.’
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Now, let us return to the investigation of the contextuality of phasal edges. Consider again (9), repeated in
(14). Given that both adjectives and possessors are adjoined to NP, (14) indicates that extraction out of a
modified AP is possible if and only if the AP is located at the outmost edge (i.e., highest edge) of the NP
phase (see Bošković 2013b for arguments for the phasehood of NP in SC). Bošković (2016a) thus argues
that only the highest edge counts as phase edge: (14b) is ungrammatical since the AP is not located at the
phasal edge, in contrast to (14c). Furthermore, just like traces do not count for the purpose of labeling, they
also do not count for the purpose of deciding what counts as the highest edge. The possessor in (14d) has
to be the highest edge, or it could not undergo movement . After the possessor moves, since traces do not
count for the purpose of determining the highest edge, the AP is the highest edge in (14d), hence extraction
out of it is possible.

(14)

a. Na tebei sam vidio [NP[ponosnog ti] [NP oca]]
of you am seen

proud

father

‘I saw Jovan’s father who is proud of you.’
b.*Na tebei sam vidio [NP Jovanovog [NP[ponosnog ti][NP oca]]]
of you am seen

Jovan’s

proud

father

c. ?Na tebei sam vidio [NP [ponosnog ti] [NP Jovanovog [NP oca]]]
of you am seen
d. ?Jovanovogi
Jovan’s

proud

Jovan’s

father

na tebej sam vidio [NP ti [NP [ponosnog tj ][NP
of you

am seen

proud

oca]]]
father

‘I saw Jovan’s father who is proud of you.’

In this dissertation, I will provide additional evidence from Korean for the contextuality of phasal edges,
by showing that elements that are in the lower edges of a phase are immobile. Some of the phenomena that
will be discussed from this perspective are Possessor Raising, Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) and
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Scrambling. Thus, I will discuss from this perspective the interaction between ECM and scrambling. While
Korean allows Long-distance (LD) scrambling, as in (15a), and ECM, as in (15b), the two cannot be
combined, as in (15c). However, if the ECM NP also undergoes scrambling, LD scrambling out of the
ECM clause becomes possible, as in (15d).

(15)

a. Kong-uli

J-ka

ball-ACC J-NOM

M-ka

ti

cal

M-NOM

chanta-ko

well

kick-C

sayngkakhanta.
think

‘J thinks that M kicks a ball well.’
b. J-ka
J-NOM

M-ul

kong-ul

cal

chanta-ko

sayngkakhanta.

M-ACC

ball-ACC

well

kick-C

think

b. *Kong-uli
ball-ACC
d. M-ul1

J-ka

M-ul

J-NOM

M-ACC

kong-ul2 Chelswu-ka

M-ACC ball-ACC

ti

t1

Chelswu-NOM

t2

cal

chanta-ko

sayngkakhanta.

well

kick-C

think

cal

chanta-ko

sayngkakhanta.

well

kick-C

think

‘C thinks that M kicks a ball well.’

I will show that the paradigm in question can be accounted for in a principled way under contextuality of
phasal edges. It will be furthermore shown that the approach enables us to account for different ordering
restrictions that alienable and inalienable possessors in Korean subject to as well as the selective behavior
of the Proper Binding Condition in Korean, where some constructions where traces are not bound are
unacceptable and some are acceptable. It will in fact be argued that Proper Binding Condition effect reduces
to the outmost edge effect discussed above.
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1.3 Two Prerequisites for mobility of adjuncts

Bošković (2009b, 2013a) argues for a cross-linguistic generalization regarding the mobility of adjectives
and nouns in the configuration where an adjective modifies a noun. He shows that the presence of adjectivenoun agreement (henceforth, A/N agreement) affects the mobility of adjectives and nouns. The
generalization can be observed with operations like Left Branch Extraction (LBE) of adjectives in SerboCroatian (SC) (Bošković 2009b, 2013a) and NP movement in Warlpiri (Hale 1981) in the configuration in
question. Starting with the LBE of adjectives, Bošković (2009b, 2013a) shows that A/N agreement is a
prerequisite for LBE2. For example, adjectives in SC generally agree in φ-features and case with the noun
they modify, as in 0, and they can undergo LBE. Bošković, however, notes that some adjectives in SC do
not agree with the noun, like braon in (16b). Crucially, such adjectives cannot undergo LBE as shown in
(16b).

(16)

a. Smedjui
brown.acc.fem.sg

je on kupio
is he bought

b. *Braon1

je on kupio

brown

is he bought

[t1 kuću].
car.acc.fem.sg
[t1 kuću]
car.acc.fem

As noted above, in contrast to smedja, braon is a frozen form which does not decline hence does not agree
with the noun. Based on the examples like (16a) and (16b), Bošković (2009b) establishes the generalization
that A/N agreement is required for LBE. Regarding the structure of the NP in (16), Bošković (2012, 2013b)
argues that the AP in (16) is an NP adjunct. Assuming that the same holds for the AP in (16), the contrast
indicates that A/N agreement is a prerequisite for AP movement in the configuration in (17).

2

Bošković (2008,2012) shows that the lack of articles in the language is another prerequisite for LBE. I discuss this in the next section.
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(17)

NP
AP

NP

It should be noted that Bošković (2008a, 2012) argues that there is another independent requirement for
LBE of adjectives. The requirement concerns the presence of definite articles in a language. In particular,
Bošković (2012) argues that LBE of adjectives may be allowed only in languages without articles (see also
Urigaereka 1988, Corver 1992).

(18)

Article generalization
Only languages without articles may allow LBE.

Bošković (2012, 2013b) deduces (18) from a parametric structural difference between languages with
articles and languages without articles, where only the latter may allow LBE of adjectives due to the
absence of the DP-layer.
Bošković (2009b, 2013a,b)further notes that the lack of articles and A/N agreement are two independent
requirements, which captures not only the contrast in (16) but also the lack of LBE in languages like Korean,
given that Korean lacks definite articles. The lack of LBE in Korean (19) is then then caused by the lack of
A/N agreement.

(19)

Korean LBE example
*pissani

C-ka

Expensive C-NOM

[t1 chayk]-ul satta.
book-ACC bought

‘C bought an expensive book.’

11

Based on the fact languages like that Korean, Japanese, and Chinese, which lack articles as well as A/N
agreement, lack LBE, and that in SC, only agreeing adjectives can undergo LBE, Bošković (2009b, 2013a)
argues that A/N agreement is an independent requirement for LBE, as in (20).

(20)

Only adjectives that agree with the noun they modify can undergo LBE.

Bošković (2009b) observes another agreement requirement for extraction patterns in NPs, expanding (20)
to a more general requirement on the extractability from modified noun phrases: in Warlpiri, it is possible
to move the noun from its modifying adjective only when it agrees with the modifying adjective.

(21)

a. kurdu- jarra rlu kachild

pala maliki wajilipi-nyi

dual erg pres dual dog

chase-nonpast

wita- jarra- rlu.
small dual erg

‘The two small children are chasing a dog.’
b. maliki ka- pala wajilipi-nyi
dog

pres dual chase-nonpast

kurdu wita- jarra- rlu.
child

small dual

erg

(Hale 1981)

The NP two small children is discontinuous in (21a), in contrast to (21b). Importantly, both parts of the
split NP must have the number and case endings in (21a). Without the split, the number/case agreement
between A/N is optional. Thus, the adjective does not have the endings in question in (21b). However,
number/case agreement is forced when NP moves away. We thus again observe here that A/N agreement
is required for extraction in (22).

(22)

NP
AP

NP
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Based on SC, Korean, Japanese and Warlpiri, this dissertation will argue for the extended generalization in
(23), following Bošković (2009b).

(23)

A/N agreement generalization:
The adjective and the noun can be split if and only if they agree.

The dissertation will provide additional evidence for (23), which Bošković did not discuss. Thus, Baker,
Aranovich and Golluscio (2005)(BAG 2005) observe that noun incorporation out of a modified noun phrase
is possible only under A/N agreement, based on examples like (24) and (25).

(24)

Al-wakadj

ka-yaw-karrm-e

al-daluk.

Al-wakadj

3S/3O-child-have-NP FEM-female.

‘Al-wakadj has a female child.’
(25)

*Pedro
Pedro

ngilla-waka-y

küme.

buy-cow-IND.3sS

good

(adjective stranding, Mayali; Evans 1997:400)

Intended: ‘Pedro bought good cow(s).’

(Mapudungun; Harmelink 1992:132)

The stranded adjective daluk ‘female’ in Mayali bears a feminine prefix, agreeing with the incorporated
noun yaw ‘child.’ However, in Mapudungun, the adjective does not decline, and adjective stranding is
prohibited. Assuming that N-V incorporation involves head-movement in (24) and (25) (See Baker 88,
BAG 2005), this dissertation argues that the contrast in question indicates that the A/N agreement
generalization in (23) also applies to head movement out of modified noun structures.
Most importantly, this dissertation will provide an account of the generalization in (20). The proposed
account, which is extended to Left-branch extraction more generally, will be based on the labeling
algorithm, and will take seriously into consideration the question of how the labeling of adjunction
structures is mapped into the semantics of such structures. We will see that the labeling-based account of
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the A-N agreement generalization which takes into consideration the semantic interpretation of the relevant
elements, in fact leaves a very narrow window for LBE of non-agreeing elements to take place under certain
semantic conditions, which will be shown to be borne out with regard to left branch extraction of inalienable
possessor in Korean.

(26)

Johni-ul

Mary-ka

[t1 pal]-ul

John-ACC Mary-NOM

ttalessta.

arm-ACC hit

‘Mary hit John’s arm.’

(26) contrasts with (19), and (27), which includes an alienable possessor. Notice also that in SC, these
examples, where the relevant elements are agreeing (while they are all non-agreeing in Korean) are
acceptable.

(27)

*Johni-ul Mary-ka

[t1 cha]-lul palatta.

John-ACC Mary-NOM

car-ACC sold

‘Mary sold John’s car.’

It will be shown the labeling account of the agreement generalization proposed in this thesis can account
for the full paradigm regarding LBE noted above. It will also be shown to extend it to the well-known Ban
on scrambling of adjuncts.
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1.4 Outline

This section provides a short summary of each of the chapters.
Chapter 2 discusses labeling of modification structures and its consequences for the mobility of elements
involved in such constructions. This chapter aims to deduce the adjective-noun agreement requirement on
discontinuous NPs’ (henceforth, the A/N generalization) discussed in Bošković (2005, 2009b, 2013a) from
the Labeling Algorithm framework. A particular proposal will be made concerning the labeling of
modification structures, which will be shown to capture in a principled way the role of agreement in the
possibility of extraction out of NP-modification structures. The proposals in this chapter have several
consequences for the labeling theory. In particular, to the extent that they are successful, they provide
evidence that labeling is not always required for interpretation. They also follow Bošković’s (2015)
approach to the timing of labeling, where labeling can be done as soon as the relevant configuration is
formed, versus Chomsky’s (2013) approach, where labeling takes place when the structure is sent to the
interface. However, this chapter will strengthen the former in that labeling must be done when it is possible.
It will also be shown that the labeling-based account of the A/N agreement generalization can be extended
to a number of additional phenomena; thus it explains why inalienable but not alienable possessors can
undergo raising in Korean, it provides an explanation for the well-known ban on long-distance scrambling
of adjuncts and provides a new perspective on cross-linguistic variation regarding the availability of
argument ellipsis.
Chapter 3 discusses several word order paradigms in Korean in terms of Bošković’s (2013a, 2016a)
contextual approach to phasal edges, which argues that not all edges count as phasal edges for the purpose
of the PIC. In this respect, a particular word order paradigm involving Possessor Raising (PR) out of NPs
with multiple possessors will be discussed, which hasn’t been noticed in the literature before.
It will be shown that alienable and inalienable possessors differ not only with respect to the possibility
of PR but they also exhibit rather different word order patterns. This chapter will also investigate the
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interaction between ECM and scrambling, providing an explanation for why ECM has a blocking effect on
long-distance scrambling (unless the ECM NP undergoes scrambling itself). Finally, the chapter will
investigate Proper Binding Condition effects in Korean, which surface in some contexts but not in others.
It will be argued that the observed effects can be accounted for under the outmost edge effect, which in fact
enables us to eliminate the Proper Binding Condition. Overall, this chapter provides additional evidence
from Korean that supports the claim that only the highest edge counts as the edge in multiple edge
constructions.
Chapter 4 investigates the relation between the mobility of various elements and Case-marking. It has
been claimed that only Case-marked elements can undergo scrambling in Korean. This chapter aims to
show that the immobility of Case-less elements in Korean is caused by incorporation. It will be shown that
the incorporation analysis explains a number of properties of Case-less elements, like their inability to
undergo ellipsis. It is also argued that genitive-drop should be treated differently from accusative Case drop.
The discussion in this chapter will also provide a new diagnostic for addressing the question of whether
Korean has V-to-T movement.
Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation.
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Chapter 2:
Labeling of modification structures and the mobility within

2.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses labeling of elements created by the merger of adjectives and nouns (henceforth, {AP,
NP}), as well as its consequences for the mobility of the elements in question. I argue that Bošković’s
(2009b) agreement generalization regarding the mobility of adjectives and nouns in the configuration where
an adjective modifies a noun can be deduced from a modified version of Chomsky’s (2013) approach to
labeling. A specific proposal will be made regarding labeling of {AP, NP}, which will be shown to capture
in a principled way the role that agreement plays in the possibility of extraction out of the structure in
question (agreement being required under extraction here). The analysis proposed in this chapter also has
several consequences for the labeling theory. In particular, to the extent that it is successful, it provides
evidence that labeling is not always required for interpretation. It also favors Bošković’s (2015) approach
to the timing of labeling, where labeling can be done as soon as it is possible, over Chomsky’s (2013)
approach, where labeling takes place when the structure is sent to the interface. However, it strengthens the
former to the effect that labeling must be done as soon as it is possible. This chapter also provides a new
approach to the labeling of adjunction structures. It is argued that labeling is not required for adjunct
interpretation and a labeling condition is proposed where neither element in a modification structure is
allowed to project a label.
This chapter is organized as follows. In chapter 2.2, I introduce the A/N agreement generalization.
Section 2.3 provides background regarding the relevant syntactic structures of the languages that this
chapter focuses on, namely; namely, Serbo-Croatian, Korean and Japanese. Section 2.4 introduces the
labeling algorithm of Chomsky (2013). Section 2.5 discusses labeling of {AP, NP}. Section 2.6 discusses
wh-movement, topicalization and scrambling. Section 2.7 investigates more generally labeling of elements
of type <e, t> . Section 2.8 concludes this chapter.

2.2 Background 1: The A/N agreement generalization

This chapter introduces Bošković’s (2009b, 2013a) generalization regarding the mobility of adjectives and
nouns in the configuration where an adjective modifies a noun. Additionally, I will show that a
generalization regarding N-V incorporation discussed in Baker, Aranovich and Golluscio (2005) can be
subsumed under Bošković’s (2009b) generalization.
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Bošković (2009b, 2013a) argues that the presence of adjective-noun agreement affects the mobility of
adjectives and nouns. Thus, in Serbo-Croatian, Left Branch Extraction (LBE) of adjectives is possible only
if there is A/N agreement. Consider (1):

(1) a. Smedjai

je on kupio

brown.acc.fem.sg is he bought
b. *Braon1

je on kupio

brown

is he bought

[t1 kuću].
car.acc.fem.sg
[t1 kuću]
car.acc.fem

Adjectives in SC generally agree in φ-features and case with the noun they modify, as in the case of smedja
in (1a). (1a) shows that such adjectives can undergo LBE. Bošković (2009b), however, notes that some
adjectives in SC do not agree with the noun, like braon in (1b) (braon is a frozen form which does not
decline). Crucially, braon cannot undergo LBE (1b). Based on the contrast between (1a) and (1b), Bošković
(2009b, 2013a) establishes the generalization that A/N agreement is required for LBE in SC (henceforth,
the A/N agreement generalization).
Regarding the structure of the NP in (1), Bošković (2012, 2013b) argues that the AP in (1a) is an NP
adjunct. Assuming that the same holds for the AP in (1b), A/N agreement is then a prerequisite for AP
movement in configurations like (2).

(2)

NP
AP

NP

Before discussing other languages in terms of the A/N agreement generalization, it should be noted that
there is another prerequisite for the extraction of adjectives. The requirement concerns the presence of a
definite article in the language. In particular, Bošković (2008a, 2012) argues that LBE of adjectives may be
allowed only in languages without articles (see also Uriagaereka 1988 and Corver 1992).

(3) Article generalization
Only languages without articles may allow LBE.

Bošković (2009b, 2013a) deduces (3) from a parametric structural difference between languages with
articles and languages without articles, where LBE of adjectives is blocked in the former language type due
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to presence of the DP-layer1. SC is a language which lacks articles, and allows LBE of adjectives (for
agreeing adjectives). I will delay the discussion of Bošković’s (2012, 2013b) analysis of LBE until next
section.
The A/N agreement generalization then provides further classification among article-less languages
regarding the possibility of LBE. The lack of articles and A/N agreement are two independent requirements
for LBE of adjectives, which accounts not only for the contrast in (1), but also for the lack of LBE in
languages like Korean, Japanese, and Chinese, which lack definite articles. The lack of LBE in Korean and
Japanese in (4)-(5) is then caused by the lack of A/N agreement.

(4) *pissan1

C-ka

[t1 chayk]-ul

expensive C-NOM

satta.

book-ACC bought

‘C bought an expensive book.’
(5) *takai1

C-ga

[t1 hon]-o

expensive C-NOM

(Korean)
katta

book-ACC bought

‘C bought an expensive book.’

(Japanese)

(4) and (5) show that it is not possible to extract adjectives out of noun phrases in Korean and Japanese.
Assuming that adjectives in Korean and Japanese are adjoined to NP like in SC (see Takahashi 2011,
Bošković 2012, Kang 2014 for relevant discussion, as well as chapter 1 for SC), here we observe the same
pattern as with non-agreeing adjectives in SC. Based on the fact that languages like Korean, Japanese, and
Chinese, which lack articles as well as A/N agreement, lack LBE, and that in SC, only agreeing adjectives
can undergo LBE (as illustrated in Figure 1), Bošković (2009b) argues that A/N agreement is an
independent requirement for LBE, as in (6).

Article-less languages

Languages with articles

No A/N agreement:

A/N agreement: LBE √

Korean/Japanese/SC

SC

LBE*

LBE*
Figure 1
(6) Only adjectives that agree with the noun they modify can undergo LBE.

1

Thus, Bošković observes that the development of a definite article in the history of ancient Greek and in colloquial Finnish led to the loss of
LBE. See also Bošković (2012) for the full list of languages that allow LBE, all of which lack articles.
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The generalization (6) can be extended to the case of NP movement in the configuration under consideration.
Bošković (2009b) observes another A/N agreement requirement which holds for extraction of NPs in this
configuration, extending (6) to a more general requirement on extractability from modified noun phrases:
In Warlpiri, it is possible to move the noun away from its modifying adjective only when it agrees with the
modifying adjective.

(7) a. kurdu- jarra rlu ka- pala maliki wajilipi-nyi
child

dual erg pres dual dog

chase-nonpast

wita- jarra- rlu.
small dual erg

‘The two small children are chasing a dog.’
b. maliki ka- pala wajilipi-nyi
dog

pres dual chase-nonpast

kurdu wita- jarra- rlu.
child

small dual

erg

(Hale 1981)

The NP two small children is discontinuous in (7a), in contrast to (7b). Importantly, both parts of the split
NP must have the number and case endings. Without the split, the number/case agreement between A and
N is optional. Thus, the adjective does not have the endings in question in (7b). Crucially, number/case
agreement is forced when the NP moves away. We thus again observe here that A/N agreement is required
for extraction, in particular for extraction in (8).

(8)

NP
AP

NP

Based on languages like SC, Korean, Japanese and Warlpiri, Bošković (2009b) provides the generalization
in (9) (see also Bošković 2013a).

(9) A/N agreement generalization:
The adjective and the noun can be split if and only if they agree.

A similar paradigm can be found in the case of N-V incorporation, which I suggest should be unified with
(9). Baker et al. (2005) observe that noun incorporation out of a modified noun is possible only if there is
A/N agreement, based on examples like (10 a-b).
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(10) a. Al-wakadj
Al-wakadj

ka-yaw-karrm-e

al-daluk.

3S/3O-child-have-NP

FEM-female.

‘Al-wakadj has a female child.’
b. *Pedro
Pedro

ngilla-waka-y

(Mayali; Evans 1997:400)
küme.

buy-cow-IND.3sS good

Intended: ‘Pedro bought good cow(s).’

(Mapudungun; Harmelink 1992:132)

The crucial difference between (10a) and (10b) is that only in Mayali (10a) the adjectives daluk ‘female’
bears a feminine prefix, which indicates that it agrees with the incorporated noun yaw ‘child.’ In
Mapudungun (10b), the adjective küme does not agree with the noun, and N-V incorporation is blocked.
Assuming that N-V incorporation involves head-movement in (10) (see Baker 88, Baker et al. 2005), this
means that the A/N agreement generalization in (9) also holds for incorporation (i.e. head-movement), as
shown below. In other words, we are dealing here with a general agreement requirement for extraction out
of AP-NP configurations.

NP

(11)
A

N

To summarize, there are two independent requirements on LBE of adjectives: the language should not have
definitie article and A/N agreement should be present. Focusing on the latter, we have seen that the A/N
agreement requirement holds for all extraction out of the configuration in question, for AP as well as NP
extraction and for phrasal as well as head movement. The main goal of this chapter will be to provide an
account of the generalization in (9). However, before doing that in the next section I will summarize
Bošković’s (2013) deduction of the article generalization in (3).

2.3 Background 2: only article-less languages may allow LBE

This section discusses Bošković’s (2013b) deduction of the article generalization (3) (as repeated in (12)),
which is based on a structural difference between article- and article-less languages. The main goal of this
section is to investigate the syntactic location of adjectives in article-less languages, which will be important
in the discussion of the A/N agreement generalization.
Bošković (2005, 2008, 2009a, 2012, 2013b et sec.) argues for a no-DP analysis of languages without
articles, based on a number of cross-linguistic generalizations, given in (13) and (14).
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(12) Only languages without articles may allow LBE.
(13) Generalizations (see Bošković 2008 and references therin)
a. Only article-less languages may allow left-branch extraction out of NP.
b. Only article-less languages may allow adjunct extraction from NP.
c. Only article-less languages may allow scrambling.
d. Multiple-wh fronting article-less languages do not show superiority effects.
e. Only languages with articles may allow clitic doubling.
f.

Article-less languages do not allow transitive nominals with two genitives.

g. Head-internal relatives display island sensitivity in article-less languages, but not in
languages with articles.
h. Polysynthetic languages do not have articles.
i.

Only languages with articles allow the majority reading of MOST

j.

Article-less languages disallow negative raising (i.e. strict clause-mate NPI licensing under
negative raising); those with article allow it.

(14) Additional Generalziations (see Bošković 2012 and references therin)
a. Negative constituents must be marked for focus in article-less languages.
b. The negative concord reading may be absent with multiple complex negative constituents
only in negative concord languages with articles.
c. Radical pro-drop may be possible only in article-less languages.
d. Number morphology may not be obligatory only in TNPs of article-less languages.
e. Elements undergoing focus movement are subject to a V-adjacency requirement only in
languages with articles.
f.

Possessors may induce an exhaustivity presupposition only in languages with articles.

g. Inverse scope for S-O is unavailable in article-less languages.
h. Sequence of Tense is found only in languages with articles.
i.

Second position clitics are found only in article-less languages.

j.

Obligatory numeral classifier systems are found only in article-less languages.

k. Only article-less languages may allow subject reflectives.

Bošković (2005, 2008, 2012, 2013b et sec.) argues that these generalizations, which are syntactic and
semantic in nature, indicate there is a fundamental difference in the noun phrases of languages with articles
and languages without articles. He shows that the generalizations can be accounted for in a uniform manner
if article-less languages lack DP. In his analysis, a number of traditional D-elements are treated as adjectives,
i.e. as NP-adjuncts (though this does not have to be the case for all languages without articles). This is e.g.
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the case with possessives in SC. In SC, possessors morphologically and syntactically behave like adjectives
(Zlatić 1997, 1998, Bošković 2005, 2008, 2012): they have adjectival morphology (15), can be used in the
predicate position of a copula verb (16) and can be stacked up (17) (see Bošković 2012 for more relevant
paradigms).

(15) njenih

mladih

djevojaka

herFEM.GEN.PL youngFEM.GEN.PL girlsFEM.GEN.PL
(16) Ova knijiga
this
(17) ta

book

je moja
is my

(Bošković 2012:(58))

moja slika

this

my

picture

(Bošković 2012:(59))

Consider also the binding data noted in Despić (2011, 2013): the pronoun and the name cannot be coindexed in the SC sentences in (19), in contrast to their English counterparts in (18).

(18) a. Hisi father considers Johni highly intelligent.
b. Johni’s father considers himi highly intelligent.
(19) a. *[NPKusturicini [NPnajnoviji
Kusturica’s

latest

film]]

gai

je zaista razoc̆arali.

movie

him

is really disappointed

‘Kusturicai's latest movie really disappointed himi.’
b. *[NPNjegovi [NPnajnoviji film]] je zaista razoc̆arao Kusturicui.’
‘His latest movie really disappointed Kusturica.’

Despić argues that the SC data in (19) can be accounted for if SC possessors are NP-adjuncts, like adjectives,
and DP is missing in SC: the possessor then c-commands outside of the subject in (19), causing condition
B/C violations. I will then also assume that possessives in SC are adjoined to NP, as in (20).
(20) Serbo-Croatian
NP
Possessives

NP

In SC, possessives and adjectives are freely ordered, as illustrated in (21), which can also be captured if
they are both NP-adjoined (in English, possessives must precede adjectives because they are located in DP,
which is missing in SC).
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(21) a. Jovana
John’s

skupa

slika

expensive

picture

b. skupa

Jovanova

expensive

John’s

slika
picture

Importantly, Despić (2011) notes that the presence of adjectives does not change the binding paradigm
discussed in (19).

(22) *[NP Brojni
numerous

[NP Kusturicinii [NP filmovi
Kusturica’s

movies

]]]

su

are him

gai
him

zaista razoc̆arao .
really disappointed

‘Numerous movies of Kusturica really disappointed him.’

In (22), the adjective brojni ‘numerous’ precedes the possessor. However, the pronoun and the name still
cannot be coindexed, which indicates that the adjunct is not located in a separate projection (which would
confine the c-command domain of the possessor). The fact that possessives and adjectives can be freely
ordered, and the fact that the presence of the adjective does not affect the grammaticality of (22), can be
accounted for in a uniform manner if possessives and adjectives are adjoined to NP in SC, given the absence
of DP-layer, as in (23).

(23)

NP

AP

NP
Possessor

NP

Given that in SC there is no DP-layer and that adjectives are adjoined to NP, Bošković (2005, 2009a, 2013)
provides a deduction of the article generalization (3) based on a structural difference between languages
like English and languages like SC, where the lack of DP in SC makes LBE of adjectives possible.
Bošković’s deduction of (3) can be summarized as follows.
First, Bošković (2013b) argues for a contextual approach to phasehood where the highest projection in
the extended domain of a lexical head counts as a phase. In English, DP is a phase (as the highest projection
in the extended domain of N), but NP isn’t. On the other hand, in SC NP functions as a phase due to the
absence of DP.
As standardly assumed, given the Phase-Impenetrability Condition (PIC), which says that only the edge
a phase is accessible from the outside, XP movement from phase YP must proceed via the specifier of YP.
Bošković also assumes the anti-locality condition, the ban on movement that is too short, which is deducible
from independent mechanisms and argued for by many authors (Bošković 1994, 1997, 2014, 2016b, Saito
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and Murasugi 1999, Ishii 1999, Abels 2003, Grohmann 2003, Ticio 2003, Boeckx 2005, Jeong 2006, among
many others). The version of anti-locality that is adopted here is Bošković’s (1994, 1997) requirement that
movement must cross at least one full phrase (not just a segment).
Armed with these assumptions, Bošković (2013b) provides a deduction of (3) based on a structural
difference between DP-languages and NP-languages, where the former have DP and the latter lack it. In
languages like English, DP being a phase, AP has to move to SpecDP, given PIC. (24) shows that AP cannot
move directly out of DP as the movement violates the PIC. The only option left here is movement to SpecDP
as in (25). This movement, however, violates the anti-locality condition, because the movement only
crosses a segment of the NP here (i.e. it does not cross a full phrase).

(24) *APi [DP

[D` D [NP ti [NP

(25) *[DP APi

[D` D [NP t1 [NP…

The PIC/anti-locality interaction thus bans movement of AP in DP-languages. The locality issue does not
arise in NP-languages where NP is a phase hence AP is located at the phasal edge position in its base
position. Therefore, the AP can move directly out of NP without violating PIC2.

(26) Smedjui

je on kupio

brown.acc.fem.sg
(27)

is he bought

[t1 kuću].
house.acc.fem.sg

NPPHASE
AP

NP

Bošković’s (2005, 2009a, 2013b) deduction of (3) (as repeated in (28)) therefore comes from a PIC/antilocality interaction with a structural difference between NP and DP languages. The gist of the analysis is
that only NP-languages allow LBE given the lack of DP-layer. Therefore, the deduction of (28) can be
restated as in (29).

(28) Only article-less languages may allow left-branch extraction out of NP.
(29) Structural prerequisite of LBE: noun phrase must lack the DP-projection

2

Notice in this respect the ungrammaticality of SC (i). Here, the higher NP being a phase, AP must move to the edge of the higher NP, which
violates anti-locality.
(i)
a. On cijeni
[NP[N’[prijatelje [NPpametnih [NP studenata]]]
he appreciates
friends
smart
students
‘He appreciates friends of smart students.’
b. ?*Pametnihi on cijeni [NP[N’[prijatelje [NP ti [NP studenata]]]
(Bošković 2013b)
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NP-languages

DP-languages

No A/N agreement:

A/N agreement: LBE √

Korean/Japanese/SC

SC

*LBE

*LBE
Figure 2

However, as we have observed in the previous section, languages like Korean and Japanese do not allow
LBE of adjectives although they lack articles, as shown in Figure 2. Recall now that Bošković (2009b)
notes that A/N agreement is another prerequisite for LBE of adjectives, as the following SC data illustrate:

(30) a. Smedjai

je on kupio

[t1 kuću].

brown.acc.fem.sg is he bought

car.acc.fem.sg

b. *Braon1

je on kupio

[t1 kuću]

brown

is he bought

car.acc.fem

Given that SC is an NP-language, which in principle allows LBE of adjectives, as in (30a), the minimal
pair shown in (30) indicates that A/N agreement is another prerequisite for LBE of adjectives. The upshot
of the A/N agreement generalization is that it accounts for the schism regarding LBE within NP-languages
shown in Figure 2. Hence, in Korean and Japanese, NP-languages, LBE of adjectives is not possible because
of the lack of A/N agreement.

(31) *pissan1

C-ka

expensive

[t1 chayk]-ul

C-NOM

satta.

book-ACC bought

‘C bought an expensive book.’

(Korean)

(32) Japanese AP movement
*takai1

C-ga

expensive C-NOM

[t1 hon]-o

katta

book-ACC bought

‘C bought an expensive book.’

(Japanese)
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Note that Bošković (2012), M. Takahashi (2011), and Kang (2014) have argued that Korean and Japanese
also lack DP-layer and that possessives and adjectives are also adjoined to NP in Korean and Japanese. This
can be shown as follows.
First, the same binding tests can be applied to Korean and Japanese, as discussed in Takahashi (2011),
Bošković (2012) and Kang (2014).

(33) *John-uyi

Boomerang-i

kululi

John-GEN Boomerang-NOM him

ttaylessta.
hit

‘John’s boomerang hit him.’
(34) *John-noi

Boomerang-ga

(Korean)
kareoi

John-GEN Boomerang-NOM him

tataita
hit

‘John’s boomerang hit him.’

(Japanese)

The ungrammaticality of (33) and (34) indicates that there is no DP-layer which would confine the ccommand domain of the possessor. Therefore, we can observe a violation of Condition B here.
Korean and Japanese also both allow free-word order between adjectives and possessors, which can be
accounted for if both of them are adjoined to NP, as discussed above.

(35) a. ketalan

John-uy

big

boomerang

John-GEN boomerang

‘John’s big boomerang’
b. John-uy ketalan boomerang
(36) a. ookiii John-no
big

(Korean)

boomerang-

John-GEN boomerang

‘John’s big boomerang’
b. John-no

ookii

boomerang

(Japanese)

Furthermore, as in SC, the presence of adjectives also does not alter the c-command domain of possessors:

(37) *Ketalan John-uyi Boomerang-i
big

kululi

John-GEN Boomerang-NOM him

‘Johni’s big boomerang hit himi.’

ttaylessta.
hit
(Korean)
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(38) *ookiii
big

John-noi Boomerang-ga

kareoi

John-GEN Boomerang-NOM him

tataita
hit

‘Johni’s big boomerang hit himi.’

(Japanese)

The adjectives big precedes the possessor in (37) and (38). Still, the pronoun and the name cannot be
coindexed. This can be captured if possessors and adjectives are NP-adjoined in Korean and Japanese, with
the languages lacking DP, as in (39) (see Takahashi (2011), Bošković (2012) and Kang (2014) for additional
evidence to this effect).

(39)

NP
AP
big

NP
Possessor

NP

(39) satisfies the structural prerequisite for LBE discussed above (See (29)). However, LBE is still not
possible in Korean and Japanese due to the lack of A/N agreement.
To summarize, Japanese, Korean, and SC all lack DP: LBE of adjectives is disallowed in Korean and
Japanese, which lack A/N agreement, and it is allowed in SC, but only for agreeing adjectives. This shows
that A/N agreement is needed for LBE in addition to the lack of DP, as repeated in (40).

(40) a. Structural prerequisite of LBE: noun phrase must lack DP-projection
b. The adjective and the noun can be split if and only if they agree.

While Bošković (2012) provides an account of (40a), he, however, does not provide an account of the A/N
generalization3. The primary goal of this chapter is to provide a deduction of the A/N generalization in
terms of the Labeling Algorithm.

3

Bošković (2013a) does actually provide it for SC, but his analysis, which treats non-inflected adjectives as heads which are adjoined to N, does
not easily extend to languages like Korean and Japanese.
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2.4 Background 3: Contextuality, Timing and Labeling-Interpretation relation
in Labeling Algorithm (Chomsky 2013)

This section introduces the labeling algorithm of Chomsky (2013) and points out certain issues based on
the discussion in Bošković (2015, 2016b) which will be important for the deduction of (40b) provided later
in this chapter. This section focuses on three aspects of the labeling algorithm: contextuality, timing, and
the labeling-interpretation relation. First, the contextuality of labeling means that the labeling of an object
can be affected by the syntactic context in which it occurs. Second, the timing of labeling concerns the issue
of when the labeling algorithm applies to the structure. Third, the labeling-interpretation relation refers to
Chomsky’s (2013) claim that labeling is required for interpretation.
Let us first introduce the labeling algorithm. Chomsky (2013) proposes an algorithm for the labeling of
syntactic structures. He proposes that, in the case where a head and a phrase merge, the head provides the
label for the resulting object. For the case where two non-minimal projections are merged, there are two
ways of implementing labeling: through prominent feature sharing or traces, where traces are essentially
ignored for the purpose of labeling (since they are part of a discontinuous element, i.e. a chain). The case
of labeling via feature sharing is shown in (41). The labeling of the object formed by the merger of what
and the interrogative C (actually CP) is determined by the feature-sharing of the Q-feature. Hence, what is
projected in (41) for the object in question is the Q-feature.

(41) I wonder [QP whati

[CP C [john bought t1]]]

The case where labeling is determined through traces (i.e. movement) is illustrated by (42), with the relevant
part of the derivation given in (43).

(42) Whati do you think [CP t`i [C` that [John bought ti]]]?
(43) v [VP think [? What [CP that [John bought ti]]]]

Chomsky assumes that successive-cyclic movement does not involve feature sharing, which essentially
follows Bošković (1997, 2002, 2007, 2008). Hence there is no feature-sharing between the declarative
complementizer that and the wh-phrase that passes through the edge of the CP in (43). Since labeling
through feature-sharing is not possible in this case, the embedded clause cannot be labeled at the point when
what and the CP undergo merge, as reflected in the ?-notation. When v is merged into the structure, what
moves away. Since the trace of what is ignored for the purpose of labeling, ? can be labeled as CP after
movement of what.
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The labeling algorithm in Chomsky (2013) however does not give a clear answer regarding how labeling
of modification structures (i.e. adjunction) is done. Assuming that the modification structure involves
merger of two non-minimal projections, under the labeling algorithm we would expect that the relevant
object would be labeled via feature-sharing if no movement takes place here. I will argue in this chapter
that while this is an option, this is not always the case. This chapter will in fact propose a new approach to
the labeling of modification structures, which will capture the A/N agreement generalization from (40b)
and explore its consequences for the theory of labeling.
There are several aspects of Chomsky’s labeling algorithm that are important for our purposes. The
labeling algorithm in Chomsky (2013) is different from labeling in the GB framework and early minimalism
in that it is in a sense contextual. In the GB framework and early minimalism, labels were essentially
provided by the X-bar theory/Merge as an automatic part of structure building. In fact, in Chomsky (1995),
labeling was part of Merge: when X and Y are merged, either X or Y labels the resulting object.
In Chomsky (2013), labeling is not part of the definition of Merge. The labeling algorithm is taken to
apply at the point of transfer to the interfaces, providing labels to the structures formed by Merge. Under
this approach to labeling, labeling takes place at the phasal level, since phases determine when the structure
is sent to the interfaces. Labeling also in a sense depends on the context, given that it can even be
changed/determined during the derivation. In that sense, labeling is contextual in Chomsky (2013). Since
the labeling algorithm is contextual, the labeling of modification structures can be different depending on
the syntactic context where these structures occur, which will be taken advantage of below.
Another important aspect of the labeling theory concerns the timing of labeling. For Chomsky (2013)
labeling applies at the point of spell-out. Since spell-out is determined by phases, labeling takes place at the
phasal level. However, Bošković (2015, 2016b) points out a serious chicken-or-the-egg style question for
the timing of labeling in Chomsky (2013): Bošković argues that phasehood determination requires labeling,
i.e., phases do not exist prior to labeling (see Bošković 2018 for evidence that unlabeled elements cannot
be phases). Without any labeling, we cannot determine phasa; see also Shlonsky l levels which means that
it is also impossible to determine points of spell-out, hence structures cannot be sent to spell-out. But spellout is necessary for labeling to take place. Bošković (2015) resolves this issue by arguing that the labeling
algorithm can apply when it can (i.e. when the structure that can result in labeling is created; see also
Shlonsky 2014, Rizzi 2016, Saito 2016). For example, the merger of a head and a phrase can get labeled
at the creation of the structure, as in (44), following (45). He also shows that this suffices to resolve the
chicken-or-the-egg issue noted above, since (45) suffices to determine phasal levels and spell-out points.

(44) {HP H, XP}
(45) Label when you can
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(45) resolves additional problems that arise under Chomsky’s approach. Thus, under Chomsky’s
assumption that traces are ignored for the purpose of labeling, a head that undergoes head-movement in
many cases would not be able to label the resulting object if labeling occurs only at the phasal level.
Consider the structure in (46), where Z is the first phasal head in the structure. Bošković (2016c) points out
that the merger of Y and KP in (46) could not be labeled by Y as YP, given that traces are ignored for the
purpose of labeling if labeling takes place only at the phasal level, as in Chomsky (2013). The problem
does not arise under (45) since Y can label the relevant object before it undergoes movement.

(46) Z0 [XP Y0 + X0 [YP ty KP]]

(Bošković 2016c : (7))

Another aspect of the labeling algorithm concerns the labeling-interpretation relation. In Chomsky (2013),
labeling is required for interpretation. However, as noted in Bošković (2015), it is not obvious that labels
are indeed needed for interpretation. What is particularly relevant for our purposes is that Chametzky (2000),
Hornstein and Nunes (2008), Hunter (2010), and Bošković (2015) argue that adjunction does not require
labeling for interpretation, which under Chomsky (2013) would entail that the result of adjunction is not
labeled at all. In fact, Bošković (2015, 2016b) suggests that the lack of labeling can be taken as the defining
property of adjunction.4
Objects like {AP,NP} may therefore provide the testing ground to investigate the labeling-interpretation
relation. In this chapter I will propose a labeling condition for {AP,NP}, arguing that adjunction does not
require labeling.
Based on the assumptions regarding contextuality, timing, and the labeling-interpretation relation of the
labeling process, which are summarized in Figure 3, in the remainder of this chapter, I will investigate how
the algorithm applies to modification structures like (47).

(47) {AP, NP}

The contextuality

Labeling can be affected by the syntactic context

The timing

Label when you can

The labeling-interpretation relation

Adjunction does not require labeling
Figure 3

4

This will, however, not be the case under the analysis proposed below.
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2.5 Labeling for {AP,NP} and its consequences for the A/N agreement
generalization

This section examines labeling of the {AP,NP} merger. A particular proposal will be made concerning the
labeling of such modification structures, which will be shown to capture in a principled way the role of
agreement in the possibility of extraction out of NP-modification structures, thus enabling us to deduce of
the A/N agreement generalization in (9). The proposals in this chapter will also have several consequences
for the labeling theory. In particular, to the extent that they are successful, they will provide evidence that
labeling is not always required for interpretation. They also follow Bošković’s (2015) approach to the
timing of labeling, where labeling can be done as soon as the relevant configuration is formed, versus
Chomsky’s (2013) approach, where labeling takes place when the structure is sent to the interface. However,
I will argue that the former needs to be strengthened in that labeling must be done when it is possible.
With respect to the labeling-interpretation relation, I will argue for an approach which is in a sense in
between Chomsky (2013) and Bošković (2015) regarding the labeling of adjunction constructions, in that
adjunction constructions can be labeled or can be left label-less. Specifically, I will argue that the merger
of AP and NP ({AP,NP}) can be labeled via feature-sharing, or it can be left without a label. Under the
proposed account, the relevant elements are predicted to be immobile in the latter case, as discussed below.

2.5.1 Labeling and adjunction

As indicated above, this chapter will propose a condition on the labeling of modification structures which
can be satisfied by either labeling via feature-sharing or by lack of labeling. The condition will be
implemented in relation to the semantic interpretation of the relevant constructions, where both elements
contribute equally to the resulting object.
Consider how semantics works for constructions like {AP,NP}: in the SC noun phrase in (48), we have
a restrictive adjective that modifies the head noun car. Given that both the noun and the adjective are of
type <e,t> , the noun phrase is interpreted via the rule of Predicate Modification (PM) (Heim and Kratzer
1998), as in (49) (the denotation of (48) is provided in (50)), where the resulting object is also of type <e,t>.
What is important for our purposes is that AP and NP play the same role in the semantic procedure of
Predicate Modification: in other words, they contribute equally to the interpretation, which is not the case
with situations where one element takes the other as a complement.
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(48) Serbo-Croatian
[NP smedjui

kuću].

brown.acc.fem.sg house.acc.fem.sg
(49) Predicate Modification (PM) (Heim & Kratzer 1998:(65))
If α is a branching node, {ß,γ} is the set of α’s dauthers, and [[ß]] and [[γ]] are both in D<e,t>,
Then [[α]]= λx ∈De.[[ß]](x)=1 and [[[γ]](x)=1.
(50) {x. x is brown and x is a house}

I argue that there is a correlation between labeling and adjunct interpretation. As noted above, the relevant
elements here contribute equally to the interpretation. I propose that there is a reflex of that with respect to
labeling, the intuition here being that both elements must contribute equally to the labeling, in the same
way as they do for the denotation. In this spirit, I propose then that the merger of AP and NP cannot be
labeled as AP or NP, following the labeling condition in (51) 5.

(51) For adjunct interpretation, it is not possible for one element to project.

I will now show that the labeling condition in (51) deduces the A/N agreement generalization from (9).
Under (51), there are two possibilities regarding the labeling of the merger of AP and NP. One possibility
involves labeling via feature-sharing, which takes place in modification structures with A/N agreement, as
in (52a). Another possibility is for the object in question to remain label-less, which is the case with
modification structures without A/N agreement, as in (52b). Crucially, note that both configurations in (52)
satisfy the labeling condition in (51) because both elements contribute equally to the resulting object when
it comes to labeling (i.e. neither of them projects alone). In this section, I will show that the two
configurations in (52) work differently with regard to extraction in that only (52a) allows it.

(52)

a. {ΦAP,NP}
b. {?AP,NP}

As a concrete example regarding how (51) affects the mobility of AP, let us first consider the SC sentence
with A/N agreement in (53). In this sentence, the in-situ adjective smedja agrees with the head noun. Given
Bošković’s (2015) claim that labeling can be done as soon as the relevant configuration is formed as in

5

Note that PM applies only for restrictive modification. I will leave investigation of non-restrictive modification for furture research, merely
noting that one possibility here is that restrictive modification is possibly taken as default for labeling so that (51) holds for all modification
(Notice that there are cases where traditional adjuncts have the semantics of arguments, I ignore such cases here, returning to them in Chapter 3).
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(52), the object in question can get labeled via feature-sharing at the point when it is created, as in (54).
Note that the labeling via feature-sharing conforms with the labeling condition in (51)6.

(53) Je on kupio [smedjui

kuću].

is he bought brown.acc.fem.sg

house.acc.fem.sg

‘He bought a brown house.’
(54)

Φ

(matches with (51))

AP

NP

(55) Label when you can

Recall that agreeing adjectives in SC can undergo LBE, as in (1a) (repeated in (56)). As discussed above,
before LBE, the label can be provided for the object in question at the point of Merge, as in (54). Assuming
the phase theory of movement, the movement of AP then targets the edge of the next phase head. After the
movement, the complement of v, VP, is sent to interfaces, as in (57). At this point, the object formed by the
AP-NP merger is still labeled as Φ (the label being provided via feature sharing when the object was
created), which satisfies the labeling condition in (51). The labeling of the resulting object is shown in (58).

(56) Smedjui

je on kupio

brown.acc.fem.sg is he bought

[t1 kuću].
house.acc.fem.sg

(57)
AP
v

VP
V

Φ
tAP

(58)

Φ
tAP

NP

(matches with (51))
NP

The above proposals capture the possibility of LBE in modification structures with A/N agreement. Because
labeling is done via feature-sharing at the point of merger in this case, movement of AP does not affect the
labeling of the object in question when the relevant structure is sent to the interfaces.
Let us now turn to the case of non-agreeing adjectives in SC, as in (59).

6

Note that je is an enclitic, hence cannot be sentence-initial in the final structure.
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(59)

on

je kupio

[braon1 kuću].

he is bought

brown

car

‘He bought a brown house.’

I assume that the lack of A/N agreement entails the absence of feature-sharing, which means that the object
{braon, kuću} cannot be labeled at the point of merge (since there is no feature-sharing here). When the
relevant structure is sent to interfaces, the label-less status of {braon, kuću} does not change. The resulting
object, given in (60), still satisfies the labeling condition in (51).

(60)

?
AP

(matches with (51))
NP

(60) is then the case where the result of the merger of AP and NP remains unlabeled, which is in line with
Bošković’s (2015, 2016b) claim that labeling is not needed for adjunct interpretation (see also Chametzky
2000, Hornstein and Nunes 2008, Hunter 2010). Therefore, regarding the labeling-interpretation relation, I
argue that labeling is not always required for interpretation. However, I restrict such cases to the
adjunction/modification structures, where labeling must satisfy the condition in (51).
The feature-sharing case in (58) and the label-less structure in (60) then indicate that there are two ways
to satisfy the labeling condition in (51), as summarized in (61). What is important here is that neither of the
relevant elements projects under either (61a) or (61b).

(61) a. Adjunct configuration can get labeled via feature-sharing.
b. Adjunct configuration can remain unlabeled at the interface.
(62)

a. {ΦAP,NP}
b. {?AP,NP}

Before considering LBE of adjectives in non-agreeing AP-NP configurations, I propose a modification of
Bošković’s (2015) approach to the timing of labeling in (52), as in (63). (63) in a sense strengthens (51)
and will play an important role in distinguishing extraction of the AP in the configurations in (62a) and
(62b).

(63) Labeling must take place as soon as it is possible
Let us now consider LBE of adjectives in non-labeled structures like (64).
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(64) *Braon1 je on kupio [t1 kuću].
brown is he bought

house

‘He bought a brown house.’

As discussed above and illustrated by (64), non-declining adjectives like braon cannot undergo LBE. I
argue that the ungrammaticality here is caused by the labeling condition in (51). Recall first how the labeling
of the merger of braon and kuću proceeds. Assuming that the adjective ‘braon’ also adjoins to NP, the
object in question is formed as in (65). Since there is no feature-sharing here, the object is not labeled.

(65)

?
braon

kuću

Crucially, the object in (65) is not sent to spell-out at this point. The timing of the movement of the adjective
braon is important here. Braon here moves to the edge of the next phase head v, and VP is then sent to the
interface. Given (63), the movement of braon affects the labeling of {braon, kuću}. Since traces are ignored
for the purpose of labeling, the resulting object can be, hence must be labeled as NP under (63), as shown
in (66). The resulting label NP, however, does not satisfy the labeling condition in (51), as illustrated in
(67). Thus, the ungrammaticality of (68) is accounted for under the approach to labeling argued for here.

(66)
AP
v

VP
V

NP
tAP

(67)

NP

NP
tAP

(does not satisfy (51))
NP

The derivations of LBE of agreeing adjectives in (56) and non-agreeing adjectives in (66) discussed above
show that the A/N agreement generalization in (9) (as repeated in (68)) can be deduced under the current
approach to labeling, where (51) plays the most important role. In other words, modification structures
without feature-sharing cannot be discontinuous because of the labeling condition in (51). Note also that
the above deduction has restated the A/N agreement generalization as in (69).
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(68) The A/N agreement generalization:
The adjective and the noun can be split if and only if they agree.
(69) The deduction of the A/N agreement generalization
The merger of AP and NP without feature-sharing cannot be split.

The lack of LBE in Korean and Japanese also follows from (69) and the proposed analysis of (69) since
these languages do not have A/N agreement. Recall that Korean and Japanese are NP-languages which
nevertheless disallow AP LBE. The relevant examples are given below.

(70) *pissan1/*John-uy1

C-ka

[t1 chayk]-ul

expensive/John-GEN C-NOM

satta.

book-ACC bought

‘C bought an expensive/John’s book.’
(71) *takai1/John-no

C-ga

(Korean)

[t1 hon]-o

expensive/John-GEN C-NOM

katta

book-ACC bought

‘C bought an expensive/John’s book.’

(Japanese)

In both languages, the object created by the merger of expensive and book is not labeled at the point of the
merger, since there is no feature sharing here. This is illustrated in (72).

(72)

?
expensive

book

The object in (72) is not sent to spell-out at this point, which means that movement would affect the resulting
labeling. Given the current approach to the timing of labeling, the movement of expensive will result in
labeling the object in (72) as NP, which violates the labeling condition in (51). This is illustrated in (73)
and (74). Therefore, LBE of adjectives is not possible in Korean and Japanese.

(73)
AP
v

VP
V

NP
tAP

(74)

NP

NP
tAP

(does not satisfy (51))
NP
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The above analysis accounts thus for the schism among NP-languages regarding LBE. Accordingly, Figure
2 can be modified as follows

Modification Structure in NP-languages
No feature-sharing :

* LBE

Feature-sharing: LBE √

e.g; Korean/Japanese/SC non-agreeing adjectives

e.g; SC agreeing adjectives
Figure 4

The above deduction of the A/N agreement generalization also applies to the NP movement case from
Warlpiri.

(75) a. kurdu- jarra rlu kachild

dual erg

pala maliki wajilipi-nyi

pres dual dog

chase-nonpast

wita- jarra- rlu.
small dual erg

‘The two small children are chasing a dog.’
b. maliki ka- pala wajilipi-nyi
dog

pres dual chase-nonpast

kurdu wita- jarra- rlu.
child

small dual

erg

(Hale 1981)

(75) shows that the adjective must agree with the noun if the noun moves away, as in (75a). Assuming that
A/N agreement is in principle optional in Warlpiri, movement of NP is allowed only if the relevant object
is labeled via feature-sharing at the base step in (76).

(76)

Φ
small

child

The movement of child from (76) does not affect the labeling of the resulting object, therefore the labeling
condition in (51) is satisfied when the object in question is sent to spell-out. This is illustrated in (77) and
(78).

(77)
AP
v

VP
V

Φ
small

tchild
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(78)

?
small

(matches with (51))
tchild

If there is no feature-sharing, which means that there is no A/N agreement, the movement of NP will result
in the object in question being labeled as AP. This violates the labeling condition in (51).
(79)

AP
small

tchild

In the same spirit, the N-V incorporation patterns discussed in Baker et al. 2005 can also be accounted for.
First, The Malayli example in (80) shows that adjectives can be stranded under N-V incorporation.

(80) Al-wakadj ka-yaw-karrm-e

al-daluk.

Al-wakadj 3S/3O-child-have-NP FEM-female.
‘Al-wakadj has a female child.’

(adjective stranding, Mayali; Evans 1997:400)

The adjective daluk and the noun yaw agree in Φ-features, which means that the object in question is labeled
at the point when it is created.

(81)

Φ
small

child

I assume that N-V incorporation involves head-movement of N to the licensing verb. This movement,
however, does not affect the labeling of the object in question. Therefore, the adjective small can be stranded
under the incorporation.
In Mapudungun, adjectives cannot be stranded under N-V incorporation.

(82) *Pedro ngilla-waka-y
Pedro buy-cow-IND.3sS

küme.
good

Intended: ‘Pedro bought good cow(s).’

(Mapudungun; Harmelink 1992:132)

Crucially, there is no A/N agreement in Mapudungun. This means that the object in question cannot be
labeled when it is created. N-movement then results in the adjective providing the label for the object in
question, in violation of (51).
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(83)

?
good

(84)

cow
AP

good

cow

The crucial component of the proposed analysis was the proposal that neither element can project a label in
AP-NP modification structures. It was shown that the condition in question can be satisfied if AP-NP
configurations are labeled via feature-sharing or if they are not labeled. It was also shown that movement
out of the configuration in question is possible only in the feature-sharing case, since in the non-featuresharing case the movement affects labeling in that the element that is not affected by the movement labels
the object in question, in violation of the proposed condition on the labeling of modification structures. The
proposed analysis also has consequences for the timing of labeling, arguing for a modified version of
Bošković’s (2015) approach, where labeling must take place as soon as it is possible.

2.6 Labeling of inalienable possessors

In this section, I investigate Possessor Raising constructions in Korean with the special attention paid to
their semantics and their labeling. It will be shown that raising possessors are not interpreted via Predicate
Modification, and hence they can move although A/N agreement is absent in Korean: the labeling condition
in (51) does not apply to this construction.
To begin with, Korean allows multiple occurrence of accusative Case-marking in the domain of a single
predicate. Possessor Raising (PR) in Korean refers to sentences where such multiple accusative Casemarking is observed. Crucially, there are semantic restrictions on the type of possessors that can raise: as
noted in Choe (1987), Yoon (1990), Ura (1996), Ko (2005), PR is possible in a context where the possession
relation is inalienable7. Consider the following sentences:

(85) a. *Johni-ul

Mary-ka

[t1

John-ACC Mary-NOM

cha]-lul palatta.
car-ACC sold

‘Mary sold John’s car.’
b. Johni-ul

Mary-ka

John-ACC Mary-NOM

[t1

pal]-ul

ttalessta.

arm-ACC

hit

‘Mary hit John’s arm.’

7

I here assume a relation that is inborn, inherent relations such as body-part as inalienable, following Choe 1987, Yoon 1990, Ura 1996, among
many others).
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In (85a), the possessor is alienable to the possesse, and PR is prohibited. In (85b) the possessor John is
inalienable to the possesse, as the relation between the two nouns is part-whole. PR is allowed here.
The syntactic and semantic properties of constructions like (85) have been discussed extensively in the
literature (see Chun 1985), Choe (1987), Kang (1987), Yoon (1989,1990), Kim (1989,1990), Gerdts (1991),
Maling and Kim (1992), Kitahara (1993), D.-I.Cho (1993), Ura (1996), S. Cho (2000), Sim (2004), Ko
(2005), among many others, for discussion of the syntax and semantics of PR in Korean). The analyses can
be divided roughly into two proposals regarding the underlying structure of the Possessor and the Possessee.
One line of research argues that the possessor and the possessee form a constituent, as in (86a). The other
argues that the possessor is an argument of the verbal predicate, and the possessor and the possessee do not
form a constituent in the underlying structure, as in (86b). This chapter adopts the constituent approach in
(86a) (for additional evidence for this approach, see Chapter 3).

(86) a. [NP Possessor [Possessee]]
b. [VP Possessor….

[NP Possessee]]

As discussed above, the possessor in alienable possessor constructions cannot raise. This can be accounted
for in the same way as the impossibility of AP LBE in Korean given that alienable possessors have
modificational semantics, as argued in e.g. Partee & Borschev (1998). I thus assume that they are of type
<e,t>, and interpreted via PM. Given the labeling condition in (51), such possessors then cannot raise
because due to the lack of agreement: the raising of such possessors induces a labeling problem.
For inalienable possessors, I adopt the semantics of possessed relational nouns discussed in Partee &
Borschev (1998), where the crucial point is that they are not modificational (see also Barker’s 2010
treatment of inalienable posessors and possessors of relational nouns8). Rather, the head noun takes such a
possessor as its argument (see (87), for more details, see chapter 3; what is important for our purpose here
is simply that we are not dealing with modificational semantics). The labeling condition in (51) is then
irrelevant for such possessors, which means that extraction of such possessor is not subject to the agreement
requirement.
(87) Semantics of inalienable possessors of type <e<e,t>
yx[arm(x) & Ri(x)(y)]

Given the difference in the semantics, where only alienable possessors are treated in terms of PM, the above
analysis can account for the difference in the mobility of the possessor between alienable and inalienable
possession.

8

Inalienable possessors under consideration here are actually a subset of possessors with relational nouns.
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2.7 SC numerals

There is one case in SC where the agreement requirement on LBE does not hold. Bošković (2009b, 2013b)
observes that numerals in the context of genitive of quantification can undergo LBE, although they do not
decline. Compare the LBE of the numeral in (88) to the LBE of the non-declining adjective in (89).

(88) Deset je kupio
ten

haljina

is bought

dressesGEN

‘He bought ten dresses.’
(89) *Braon1 je on kupio [t1 kuću].
brown is he bought

car

‘He bought a brown car.’

Bošković argues that the difference between (88) and (89) is that the numeral deset is located in the Spec
of a functional head that assigns genitive of quantification (see also Franks 1994), the functional projection
in question being located above NP in (90) (Note that the numeral cannot be the head of the projection in
question as it could not undergo LBE, which is a phrasal movement. Thus, LBE can take place out of
multiple finite clauses).
(90)

FP
Num

F’
F

NP

I assume that the numeral here is not interpreted in the same way as nominal modifiers discussed earlier
(See, e.g., Cheng and Sybesma 1999 and Kennedy and Stanley 2009), and is in fact in a very different
structural relation with respect to the noun 9 . The current analysis of the agreement requirement on
discontinuous NPs then does not enforce this requirement on LBE of such numerals.

9

The numerals here will not be interpreted via the rule of Predicate Modification. While an in-depth review of semantic research on numerals is
beyond scope of this dissertation, what is important for the purpose of this dissertation is that the numeral in (90) is interpreted differently than
other nominal modifiers discussed in this chapter.
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2.8 Notes on adjunct movement

This section investigates clausal-level adjuncts, focusing on the issue of how movement of clausal-level
adjuncts should be analyzed under the overall approach to adjunction and labeling argued for here. I will
discuss the issue with respect to English and Japanese.
Given that there is no agreement between the clausal adjunct and the clause that it modifies in (84), the
movement of how in (91) may pose an issue for the current analysis.

(91) How did John say that Peter fixed the car?

I will argue that the mobility of how is a consequence of a special property of wh-structures. The analysis
will then be extended to other cases, like topicalization and Japanese style scrambling. The analysis will
also deduce the ban on adjunct scrambling in Japanese.
To begin with, let us consider the movement of how in English. In (91), how can modify the lower clause,
although it is located in the higher clause SpecCP. Following the standard assumption that adjuncts merge
where they are interpreted, how first merges with the embedded VP, creating (92).

?

(92)
VP

how

Note now that if we assume that the object formed by the merger in question is interpreted in the spirit of
Predicate Modification, where both elements contribute equally to the semantic denotation. This means that
the labeling condition in (51) should also apply to this configuration. The movement of how then may pose
a problem since it appears that it would result in a violation of the condition in (51), as in (93).

(93)

VP
VP

thow

However, I argue that the structures in (92) and (93) are not the correct rendition for the merger of how and
VP. In particular, I assume Hagstrom’s (1998) proposal that there is a separate Q morpheme, which merges
with wh-elements (see also Bošković 2003, Stepanov 2001, Cable 2010). This means that the wh-element
in question does not merge directly with VP: Instead, we obtain the configuration in (94).
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(94)

?
VP

QP
Q

how

The movement of how from the configuration in (94) does not result in a violation of the labeling condition
in (51). Since the labeling of the merger of Q and how is determined at the base step as QP, the labeling of
the object formed by the merger of VP and QP is not affected by the movement of how.

(95)

?
VP

QP
Q

thow

What is important here is that there is a Q-morpheme that is introduced by the wh-dependency in (95),
which is closely related to the fact that wh-movement forms an operator-variable chain. In the similar vein,
topicalization of adjuncts in English can be accounted for.

(96) a.{Wisely/Willingly}, she left the house at dawn.
b.{Wisely/Willingly}, she didn’t leave the house at dawn.

The sentences in (96) involve topicalization of manner adverbs (see Ernst 2002). It is standardly assumed
that manner adverbs are base-generated adjoined to VP. I propose that adjuncts that undergo topicalization
first merge with a special morpheme that is associated with topicalization (on a par with the wh-case), for
example TOP morpheme in the spirit of Rizzi 1992, Ernst 2002, as illustrated in (97). Consequently, adjunct
topicalization does not result in a violation of the labeling condition in (51):

(97)

?
VP

TOPP
TOP

wisely/willingly

The above analysis also puts us in a position to account for a curious property of scrambling. It has been
noted in the literature that adjuncts cannot undergo scrambling, see for example Miyara (1982), Bošković
and Takahashi (1998), Bošković (2004) (but see also Saito 1985). Consider Japanese sentences in (98).
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(98) Japanese
a. Mary-ga

[John-ga

riyuu-mo

naku

sono

Mary-NOM John-NOM reason-even without that

setu-o

sinziteiru-to]

theory-ACC

believes-that

omootteiru
thinks.
‘Mary thinks that John believes in that theory without any reason.’
b.*Riyuu-mo

nakui Mary-ga [John-ga t1 sono setu-o sinziteiru

to] omotteiru.

(98a) is the base structure, where the adverb riyuu-mo naku ‘without any reason’ modifies the embedded
predicate. The ungrammticality of (98b) shows that the adverb cannot undergo scrambling.
Note now that topicalization and wh-movement have semantic import, in that they create an op-variable
relation (see Saito 1992). On the other hand, scrambling in Japanese has been argued not to have semantic
import: it does not create an op-variable relation (for extensive discussion, see Saito 1992; note that what
is relevant for our purposes here is long-distance scrambling though I refer to it as scrambling for ease of
exposition). To illustrate this, the scrambled QP daremo-ni ‘everyone’ cannot take wide scope in (99), in
contrast to its topicalized counterpart in English.

(99) Daremo1-ni

dareka-ga

[Mary-ga

everyone-DAT someone-NOM Mary-NOM

t1

atta

to]

omotteiru

met

that

thinks

‘someone thinks that Mary called everyone.’
= for some x, x a person, x thinks that for every y, y a person, Mary met y
≠ for every y, y a person, there is some x, x a person, such that x thinks that Mary met y
(Saito 1992)

Saito (1992), Saito and Fukui (1998), Bošković and Takahashi (1998) and Bošković (2004) argue that these
kinds of facts provide evidence against analyzing scrambling as focus or topic movement.
I suggest that this semantic vacuity should be implemented in such a way that there is no special
morpheme that would be associated with the scrambling of the kind that we find with topicalization and
wh-movement (see the above discussion). Therefore, adverbs that undergo scrambling must merge directly
with the element they modify. For example, in (98), the adverb riiyu-mo naku ‘without reason’ merges with
the embedded predicate. Given that there is no feature-sharing, we obtain (100), where the object in question
is not labeled.
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(100)

?
riiyumo naku

believe…

Now, the movement of the adverb here will result in a violation of the labeling condition in (51): after the
movement, the resulting object is labeled as VP, which violates the condition in question.

(101)

VP
VP

tadjunct

Therefore, the “ban on adjunct scrambling” can be treated in the same way as the cases that violate the A/N
agreement generalization discussed in the previous section.
The semantic vacuity of scrambling was implemented above in such a way that there is no special
morpheme associated with scrambling, in contrast to wh-movement and topicalization. Interestingly, unlike
scrambling cases, adjuncts can undergo topicalization in Japanese. Japanese employs a special morphology
when an element undergoes topicalization. Thus, in Japanese, topicalized elements bear ‘-wa’ ending.
Crucially, when the adjunct receives contrastive focus and bears -wa ending, it can undergo movement, as
shown in (102).

(102) Tadasiku*(-wa)i
correctly

Chelswu-ga

[Yenghuy-ga

C.-NOM

Y.-NOM

ti benkyosi-naka-tta

to omotteiruu.

study.do-Neg-PAST C think

‘C thinks that Y did not study correctly.’

In (102), the topicalized element bears the morpheme –wa. This can be taken as an instantiation o the special
morpheme that is associated with topicalization in general. This enables adjunct movement here. More
precisely, the topicalized adjunct in (102) first merges with –wa. The resulting object is then labeled by the
topic morpheme as soon as it is created. I assume that the marker –wa is as enclitic, which means that it
cliticizes to and is carried along by tadasiku in the manner discussed by Bošković (2013c), Talić (2016)
and Oda (2016) for a number of similar cases.

(103)

TOP
tadasiku wa

As a result of (103), tadasikuwa can undergo movement without violating the labeling condition in (51).
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(104)

?
VP

TOPP
TOP

tceytelo

To summarize, I have argued that wh-movement and topicalization involve special morphemes that merge
with the elements that undergo the movements in question, which makes it possible for adjuncts to undergo
these movements. Since these morphemes provide a label, the movement of adjuncts does not create any
issues for the labeling condition in (51) in this case. The discussion in this section has also extended the
account of the cases that violate the A/N agreement generalization to the ban on adjunct scrambling,
deducing the ban in question, the deduction being tied to the well-known property of scrambling that it does
not create an op-variable relation.

2.9 Labeling for the student, and its implication for argument ellipsis

This section addresses briefly a problem that arises with respect to labeling when bare-phrase structure in
Chomsky (1995) is taken into consideration. Combining the labeling algorithm of Chomsky (2013) with
bare phrase structure raises the question of how heads and phrases can be distinguished. The “bareness” of
syntactic representations in the labeling algorithm is in a sense similar to the one in Bare Phrase Structure:
both theories assume that syntactic representations do not express bar level distinctions.
Recall that Chomsky (2013) argues that when a head merges with a phrase, the head projects. However,
an issue arises when two non-branching elements (which are ambiguous heads/phrases in Bare Phrase
structure) merge and there is no feature-sharing: the labeling of the object then cannot be determined. For
example, consider the following noun phrase under the assumption that elements in question are nonbranching;

(105) the student

Traditionally, the D head the takes student as its complement in (105). If we strictly follow Chomsky’s
(2013) labeling algorithm, the merger in (105) involves two heads (i.e. ambiguous heads/phrases) and
therefore the object in question cannot be labeled (assuming no feature-sharing here). Furthermore, the
object cannot be left label-less since it is not an adjunction structure (it also has very different semantics).
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To resolve this issue, I suggest that elements of type <e,t> cannot provide a label when merged with a
non-trace, more precisely, when merged with an element that can in principle provide a label.10 Assuming
the standard semantics for nominal structures where the is of type <<e,t>,e>, taking the complement of
type <e,t>, the object in question is then labeled as DP.

(106)

DP
D<<e,t>e>
the

N<e,t>
student

The proposal that elements of type <e,t> cannot provide labeling here may shed a new light on argument
ellipsis (AE). A number of languages have been argued to allow ellipsis of arguments. They include
Japanese, Korean, Turkish, Chinese, Hindi, ASL, Bangla, Malayalam, Mongolian, and Javanese (see e.g.
Oku 1998, Saito 2004, 2007, Abe 2009, S̩ener and Takahashi 2010, Takahashi 2008, Koulidobrova 2012,
Takita 2011, Simpson et al 2013, Cheng 2013, Sato 2015, Sakamoto 2016, 2017, Bošković in press).
Consider the following examples from Japanese, where the sloppy reading is possible.

(107) a. Taroo-wa

sannin-no

sensei-o

sonkeisiteiru.

Taroo-TOP three-GEN teacher-ACC

respects

‘Taro respects three teachers.’
b. Hanako-mo
Hanako-also

e

sonkeisiteiru.
respects

‘(Lit.) Hanako respects e, too.’

(Japanese, S̩ener and Takahashi 2010)

A number of authors (Abe 2009, Goldberg 2005, Kim 1999, Oku 1998, Saito 2004, 2007, S̩ener and
Takahashi 2010, Sugawa 2008, Takahashi 2008, Takahashi 2008, Takita 2011, Sakamoto 2016) have
argued that on the sloppy reading, the null element in (107) cannot be a pro, since pronouns of that sort do
not support such sloppy readings. Instead, they argue that (107b) involves argument ellipsis, where the
sanin-no sensei-o ‘three teachers’ undergoes ellipsis, the sloppy reading also being available if the element
in question is overtly realized in the structure.
One of the issues regarding argument ellipsis concerns the generalization in Cheng (2013) that only
languages without articles (i.e. NP languages) may allow argument ellipsis (but see also Saito 2007,
Bošković in press). The languages listed above in fact all lack articles; in other words they are NP-languages.

10

This means that an element of type <e,t> can still label in the AP NP configuration after AP moves away, leaving a trace behind, a derivation
discussed before.
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Cheng’s generalization thus captures the difference between English and Japanese regarding the possibility
of argument ellipsis, illustrated by (108) and (109).

(108) a. Peter failed the student.

b.*John failed X too.

(109) Japanese
a. John-wa
John-TOP

gakusei-o

rakudais-ase-ta.

student-ACC

fail-caus-past

‘John failed the student.’
b. Peter-mo X rakudais-ase-ta.
Peter-also

fail-caus-past

‘Peter also failed.’

(Bošković in press)

In English (108), the argument the student cannot be elided, in contrast to Japanese (109). The claim that
elements of type <e,t> cannot provide labeling in head-complement configurations may provide a new
perspective on this issue.
There are two ingredients for the analysis. First, Bošković in press recasts Cheng’s generalization in
terms of semantic types. Bošković assumes that in both NP and DP-languages, NPs are of type <e,t>. In
DP-languages, D of type <<e,t>,e> turns them into arguments, as in (110). However, in NP-language,
covert type shifting applies in the semantics to turn them into arguments. Bošković then argues that
argument ellipsis affects elements of type <e,t> (through LF copying) prior to type shifting.

(110)

e
D<<e,t>,e>

NP<e,t>

Second, I adopt Richards’ (2003) proposal that elided constituents count as unanalyzable units (see also
Saito 2016), which means that they count as heads in the syntax.
Since under Bošković’s analysis of argument ellipsis, AE involves LF copying, incorporating Richards’
(2003) analysis into Bošković’s account of AE should mean that there is a place holder in the site of AE,
which is replaced in LF by the antecedent (see Sakamoto 2017 for relevant discussion and the nature of the
place-holder). This place-holder counts as the head. I will assume that it matches in type what will replace
it, which means that it is of type e (since it stands for DP) in DP languages and of type <e,t> (since it stands
for NP) in NP languages.
For DP languages, like English, we then get (111), where HDP<e> stands for the AE site (H indicates that
the element in question is a head), i.e. that it does not branch).
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(111)

?

V

HDP<e>

Labeling cannot be determined in (111), since neither element can label the object in question on its own
and there is no feature-sharing here. Therefore, argument ellipsis is not possible in English (and DPlanguages more generally).
In contrast to this, in Japanese, NP of type <e,t> is elided hence H is of type <e,t>;

(112)

VP
V

HNP<e,t>

What is elided in (112) is of type <e,t>, which means that the head (i.e. H) here does not count as a potential
labeler given that proposal made above. Therefore, V then can project here. Note that the labeling algorithm
applies in the syntax which means that labeling of (112) is determined before LF-copying.
(111) and (112) hence deduce Cheng’s generalization (and the modified version of Cheng’s
generalization from Bošković in press). In DP-languages like English, argument ellipsis creates a labeling
problem as in (111). In NP-languages like Japanese, argument ellipsis is allowed since elements of type
<e,t> do not label in the relevant context.
To summarize, this section has proposed that elements of type <e,t> do not provide labels when merged
with a non-trace (i.e. when merged with an element that can in principle provide a label). I have shown that
the labeling of simple DPs like this student can be straightforwardly captured under this assumption. I have
also shown that the proposal in question accounts for Cheng’s generalization regarding argument ellipsis
since argument ellipsis ends up creating a labeling problem in DP languages.

2.10 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have argued that the A/N agreement generalization, which indicates that agreement is
necessary for extraction in the configuration in question (i.e. when AP and NP are merged), can be deduced
from labeling. While this chapter generally follows the labeling algorithm in Chomsky (2013), it has also
proposed several modifications to the timing of labeling and the labeling-interpretation relation. With
respect to the timing of labeling, this chapter argues that labeling must be done as soon as it is possible,
which essentially strengthens Bošković’s (2015) approach to the timing of labeling, where labeling can be
done when it is possible. With respect to the labeling-interpretation relation, this chapter has argued that
labeling is not required for the interpretation of adjunction structure, and proposed a labeling condition
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where the semantics of adjunct configuration imposes a particular restriction on labeling where neither
element in a modification structure is allowed to project a label. The modified labeling algorithm proposed
in this chapter then deduces the A/N agreement generalization, where the presence of feature-sharing
between adjectives and nouns has a different effect on the labeling of the resulting object from the structures
without feature-sharing. Therefore, various patterns of discontinuous NPs in SC, Warlpiri, Korean,
Japanese, Mayali and Mapudungun discussed in the chapter receive a uniform account based on the
approach to labeling argued for here. The analysis also explains why LBE of numerals in SC is not subject
to the agreement requirement. Adjunct movement was also discussed, with special attention paid to whmovement, topicalization and scrambling. The proposed analysis crucially distinguishes scrambling from
the others, by capitalizing on the semantic vacuity property of scrambling, which has enabled us to account
for the ban on the scrambling of adjuncts. Finally, I have argued that elements of type <e,t> do not provide
a label when merged with an element that can in principle provide a label, and discussed implications of
this claim on the cross-linguistic availability of argument ellipsis.
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Chapter 3: Determining mobility of edges

3.1 Introduction: The concept of Edge

This chapter investigates various extraction patterns out of phases with multiple edges in Korean, and
provides additional evidence for Bošković’s (2016a) proposal that the edge status of an element has to be
determined contextually. Specifically, Bošković claims that in order to determine whether a Spec or an
adjunct of phase XP counts as a phase edge, it is necessary to determine whether XP has other Spec/adjuncts,
which is similar to the contextual approach to phases, where the phasal status of a phrase can be affected
by its syntactic context (see Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2005, Bošković 2005, 2013b, 2014, den Dikken 2007,
Despić 2011, Gallego and Uriagereka 2007, Takahashi 2010, 2011, Wurmbrand 2013b, Kang 2014, among
others).
The case studies I conduct in this chapter concern Possessor Raising, Exceptional Case Marking,
Scrambling, and remnant movement in Korean. The aim of this chapter is to show that the various word
order patterns that are created by interactions of these operations can be accounted for in a uniform manner
once the contextuality of phasal edges is taken into consideration when determining the mobility of the
relevant elements. The investigation of the operations listed above will lead me to discuss a number of
issues regarding the syntax and semantics of NPs and CPs for the purpose of determining the relevant
underlying structures. It will also lead to a re-adjustment to the approach to adjunction from the previous
chapter, which will make a distinction between syntactic and semantic “adjunction”.
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3.2. Contextuality of edgehood 1: the outmost edge effect

This section summarizes the contextual approach to phasal edges from Bošković (2016a). The contextual
approach to phasal edges refers to the claim that not all edges count as phasal edges for the purpose of the
Phase-Impenetrability Condition (PIC). Bošković (2016a) argues that the phasal edge status of a Spec or
an adjunct of phase XP is determined by whether XP has other Specs/adjuncts.
The first case he discusses as evidence for the contextuality of phasal edges concerns extraction with
modifying adjectives in SC.

(1) a.*Na tebe sam vidio [Jovanovog ponosnogoca].
of you am seen Jovan’s

proud

father

‘I saw Jovan’s father who is proud of you’
b. Na
of

tebe sam vidio [pososnog oca]
you am

seen proud

father

(Bošković 2016a: (25))

While extraction of the complement of a modifying APs (na tebe ‘of you’) is allowed in (1b), it is disallowed
when the AP is preceded by a possessor, as in (1a). Bošković (2016a) provides an account of the pattern in
(1) based on the contextuality of phasal edges. There are three components for this analysis.
First, as discussed in Chapter 2, Bošković (2016a) assumes that SC, a language without articles, does not
have the DP-layer (see also Corver 1992, Zlatić 1997, Trenkić 2004, Bošković 2005, 2012, Marelj 2008,
2011, Despić 2011, 2013, Runić 2014, in press, Takahashi 2013, Talić 2014, 2017, among many others).
In the no-DP-analysis of SC, English DP elements such as possessives are treated as NP-adjuncts, just like
adjectives. Furthermore, as discussed in chapter 2, Despić (2011, 2013) and Bošković (2012, 2013a) show
that possessives and adjectives are located in the same projection in SC, based on examples like SC (3)-(4),
which contrast in the relevant respect with English (2).
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(2) a. Hisi latest movie really disappointed Kusturicai.
b. Kusturicai’s latest movie really disappointed himi.
(3) a. *[NP Kusturicini [NP najnoviji film]] gai
Kusturica’s

latest

je zaista razočarao.

movie him

is really disappointed

‘Kusturicai’s latest miovie really disappointed himi.’
b.*[NP Njegovi [NP najnoviji film]] je zaista razočarao
his

latest

Kusturicui.

movie is really disappointed Kusturica

‘Hisi latest movie really disappointed Kusturicai.’
(4) a.*[NPBrojni [NP Kusturicinii [NP filmovi ]]] su
numerous Kusturica’s

movies

(Despić 2013:245)

gai

zaista razočarali.

are him

really disappointed

‘Numerous movies of Kusturicai really disappointed himi.’
b. *[NPOvaj [NP Kusturicini [NP najnoviji film ]]] gai
this

Kusturica’s

lastest

movie him

(Bošković 2014:32)

je zaista razočarao.
is really disappointed

‘This latest movie of Kusturicai really disappointed himi.’

Contrary to English (2), the pronoun and the name cannot be coindexed in SC (3)-(4). Despić (2011, 2013)
argues that Condition B and C violations in SC (3) can be accounted for if the possessives are NP-adjuncts
in SC and SC lacks DP. Crucially, the presence of an adjective or a demonstrative in (4) does not affect the
grammaticality of (3), which indicates that the demonstrative and the adjective are also adjoined to NP
(They cannot be located in a separate projection since that projection would confine the c-command domain
of the possessor). What is important for the purpose of this section is that both adjectives and possessives
in (1) are located at the edge of the NP-phase.
The second ingredient of Bošković’s (2016a) account of (1) is the lack of relevant word restrictions in the
SC NP. As discussed in chapter 2, possessors and adjectives are ordered freely within the NP, as illustrated
in (5). In this respect, Bošković (2009a, 2014) argues that the word order of NP-modifiers is generally freer
in NP languages like SC, due to the lack of the DP-layer which provides a more articulated structure that
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imposes word order restrictions in languages that have DP. For example, this accounts for why in English
possessors must precede adjectives in (6), which is not the case in SC (they are located in DP in English,
hence they must precede adjectives).

(5) a. Jovanova skupa
John’s
b. skupa

slika

expensive picture
Jovanova slika

expensive John’s

picture

(6) a. John’s expensive picture
b.*expensive John’s picture

What is relevant from the above discussion is that the word order where possessors precede adjectives does
not imply additional layers in the underlying structure of the NP in question. Based on (4)-(6), the NP
structure of the relevant cases in SC can be illustrated as in (7).

(7)

NP
possessive|adjectives

NP

adjective|possessives

NP

Lastly, Bošković (2016a) assumes the contextual approach to phasehood from Bošković (2013b, 2014),
where the highest projection in the extended domain of NP counts as a phase. Since the highest projection
in English is DP, DP functions as a phase. Given the lack of DP in SC, NP then functions as the phase in
SC (There are cases where additional structure is present (see Section 3.3). For ease of exposition, I will
simply assume here that NP counts as a phase in SC). Given that NP is a phase, both possessives and
adjectives in (7) therefore should count as edges of the NP-phase.
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Armed with these assumptions, Bošković (2016a) argues that examples like (1) (as repeated in (8)) show
that not all edges of a phase should be treated as phasal edges.

(8) a. Na
of

tebe sam vidio [ponosnog oca]
you am

seen proud

father

b.*Na tebe sam vidio [Jovanovog ponosnog oca].
of you am seen Jovan’s

proud

father

‘I saw Jovan’s father who is proud of you’

(Bošković 2016a: (25))

The extraction of the AP complement in (8a) is possible given that the AP is located at the edge of the NPphase. However, the extraction is blocked by the possessive when the relevant AP is preceded by the
possessive Jovanovog in (8b)1. Crucially, as discussed above, both possessives and adjectives in SC are
adjoined to NP. In the traditional definition of phasal edges, both possessives and adjectives would be
treated as edges in the underlying structure of (8b), which would leave (8b) unaccounted for. Therefore,
(8b) shows that not all edges of the NP phase should be treated as phasal edges. In particular, extraction out
of AP is not possible when the AP is preceded by a possessive. This means that the lower edge does not
count as a phasal edge, as the ungrammaticality of (8b) indicates. Thus, Bošković (2016a) argues that when
more than one element is located at a phasal edge (i.e. when a phase has more than one edge), only the
highest/outmost edge counts as the phasal edge. The relevant point of the derivation for (8b) is given in (9);
I will refer to the effect in question as the outmost edge effect, as in (10).

(9)

*NP
possessive

NP
adjective

1

NP

Note that SC does not show specificity effects with possessives (see in fact (11)), so this cannot be the relevant factor here.
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(10) The outmost edge effect
Only the outmost edge counts as the phasal edge

(10) then predicts that the extraction out of AP should be possible if the AP precedes the possessive, since
the AP would then be located at the outmost edge. The prediction is borne out.

(11) ?Na tebei sam
of

you

am

vidio
seen

[NP [ponosnog ti] [NP Jovanovog [NP oca]]]
proud

Jovan’s

father

(Bošković 2016a:(38))

The data in question then indicate that extraction is possible only from the outmost edge of the NP-phase
(see Bošković (2016a) for a number of additional arguments to this effect involving extraction and binding).
To summarize, Bošković (2016a) proposes that only the outmost edge counts as the edge of a phase, hence
in constructions where more than one element is located at the edge of the same phase only the highest edge
is available for movement. Phasal edges are thus contextual: they are determined with respect to their
syntactic context. In this chapter, I will provide a number of additional arguments from Korean for the
contextuality of phasal edges, which will enable us to account in a uniform way for a number of superficially
different constructions. Before proceeding with this, I will briefly summarize the crucial assumptions
concerning the phasehood of the relevant constructions in the next section.

3.3 Contextuality of edgehood 2: Phases

This section briefly summarizes the relevant assumptions concerning the phase framework. It will be shown
that phasehood is determined contextually, which means that we need to consider the syntactic context
where the relevant phrases occur. We will also see that NPs in article-less languages count as phases under
the contextual approach to phases.
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The standard assumption in the literature is that DP is a phase in English (see Bošković 2005, 2013b,
Chomsky 2000, 2001, den Dikken 2007, Despić 2011, Heck, Müller and Trommer 2008, Gutiérrez-Rexach
and Mallen 2001, Hiraiwa 2005, Kramer 2009, Riqueros 2013, Svenonius 2004, Ticio 2003). Bošković
(2013b, 2016a) argues that in NP-languages, NP counts as a phase. As discussed in chapter 2, the
generalization regarding LBE in (12) can be accounted for by this assumption. (13) and (14) are some
examples of (12)2.

(12) Only languages without articles may allow AP left-branch extraction (LBE) examples like (13)
and (14).
(13) *Expensivei he loves [ti cars]
(14) Skupai

on voli

expensive he

[ti kola]

loves

cars

Given that DP is a phase in English, the adjective must move to SpecDP in (13). Assuming that adjectives
are generated as NP adjuncts and that there is a ban on movement that is too short (antilocality as in (15)),
(13) is then ruled out by the interaction of the PIC and the antilocality condition. Direct movement out of
DP is ruled out by the PIC as in (16a) and movement to SpecDP is ruled out by the antilocality condition
in (15b). The PIC/antilocality problem does not arise in SC given that there is no DP-layer there, as
illustrated in (17).

(15) Movement must cross at least one full phrasal boundary (not just a segment)
(16) a. APi [DP [D` [NP ti [NP …
b. [DP APi [D’ D [NP ti [NP …

2

While I use English to illustrate (12), a more appropriate illustration here would actually be a DP language like Italian, which has A-N agreement
(given that such agreement is also needed for AP LBE, as discussed in chapter 2). However, for ease of exposition, I ignore the AP-NP agreement
generalization discussed in Chapter 2, since it does not affect our current concerns.
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(17) APi

… [NP ti

To show that NP is a phase in SC, Bošković (2013b, 2014) provides examples like (18) and (19), which
involve LBE out of a complement of a noun (see also Corver 1992).

(18) On cijeni [NP[N’[N prijatelje [NP pametnih [NP studenata]]]
he appreciates

friends

smart

students

‘He appreciates friends of smart students.’
(19) ?*Pametnihi on cijeni [NP[N`[prijatelje [NP ti [NP studenata]]]

In (19), an NP above a LBE-ing NP in SC has the same effect on LBE as a DP above a LBE-ing NP does
in English. Under the assumption that NP is a phase in SC, the higher NP blocks LBE for the same reason
that DP blocks it in the English example in (13).
Another relevant difference between English and SC is that, in contrast to English, SC does not allow
extraction of complements of nouns.

(20) a. Of which city did you witness the destruction?

(Huang 1982, Chomsky 1986)

b. Of whom do government employees see pictures every day? (Bach and Horn 1976)
(21) ?*Ovog studentai
thisG EN

sam pronašla

studentGEN am

found

[NP sliku

ti ]

pictureACC

‘Of this student I found the picture.’

(Bošković 2013b)

(22) cf. Pronašla sam sliku ovog studenta.

(Bošković 2013b)

Given that NP is a phase in SC, the N-complement in (21) must move to SpecNP, which violates antilocality ((21) in fact illustrates Abels’ (2003) generalization that complements of phase heads cannot move).
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On the other hand, since DP, not NP, is a phase in English, the N-complement in English (20) must move
to SpecDP (not SpecNP), which does not violate anti-locality.
What is important for our purposes in this chapter is that evidence that NP is a phase in SC in turn provides
evidence that the paradigm in (1) and (11) (repeated in (23) and (24)) indeed involves a phasal edge
phenomenon, as expected if it is to be analyzed in terms of the outmost edge effect. The impossibility of
extraction in (23a) thus is the result of the outmost edge effect from (10).

(23) a.*Na tebe sam vidio [Jovanovog ponosnog oca].
of you am seen Jovan’s

proud

father

‘I saw Jovan’s father who is proud of you’
b. Na
of

tebe sam vidio [ponosnog oca]
you am

(24) ?Na tebei sam
of

you

am

seen proud
vidio
seen

father

(Bošković 2016a: (25))

[NP [ponosnog ti] [NP Jovanovog [NP oca]]]
proud

Jovan’s

father

(Bošković 2016a:(38))

3.4 Contextuality of edgehood 3: Traces as non-edge

Another aspect of the contextual approach to phasal edges that is important for our purposes is that the
outmost edge effect in (10) can be changed by a change in the syntactic context. Bošković (2016a) argues
that just like traces do not count as interveners for relativized minimality effects, they also do not count as
phasal edges, based on examples like (25), which concern Dutch ditransitives where the direct object (DO)
can object shift only if the indirect object (IO) object shifts too, assuming that the object preceding the
adverb has undergone object shift.
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(25) a. … dat Jan waarschijnlijk Marie het boek geeft
that Jan probably

Marie the book gives

b. … dat Jan Marie waarschijnlijk het boek geeft
c. … dat Jan Marie het boek waarschijnlijk geeft
d.*… dat Jan het boek waarschijnlijk Marie geeft
e.*… dat Jan het boek Marie waarschijnlijk geeft

(Bošković 2016a:(53))

Given that both objects are candidates for object shift, the patterns in (25) may be accounted for by a simple
Attract Closest effect: the DO cannot be attracted for object shift across the IO since IO is higher than DO
(cf. (25d)). Assuming that traces do not count as interveners (see Chomsky 1995, Bošković 2011), the
problem does not arise if the IO object shifts and then the DO undergoes object shift by tucking-in under
the IO (cf. Richards 2001), which is the case in (25c). (25e) is then ungrammatical because the word order
indicates that the DO has moved first.
However, Bošković (2016a) notes that the observed effect that DO can move only if IO moves first can
also be found in examples like (26), where we cannot resort to the account in terms of Attract Closest effects.

(26) a. Wat
what

zal

Jan

Marie waarschijnlijk geven?

will

Jan

Marie probably

b.?*Wat zal Jan waarschijnlijk Marie geven?

give
(den Dikken 1995:198)

(26) shows that the IO must object shift for the direct object DO to move to SpecCP (see den Dikken 1995,
Haegeman 1991, Richards 2001) although a non wh-NP in an A-position should not interfere with whmovement for the purpose of Attract Closest. Assuming the SVO analysis of Dutch in Zwart (1993) where
Dutch objects obligatorily move to SpecvP, which results in SOV order. Bošković (2016a) argues that
within vP, IO and DP are located in separate Specs of vP and that the IO is located in the higher SpecvP:
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assuming superiority, IO first object shifts and the DO tucks in into the lower SpecvP. The relevant structure
is illustrated below.

(27) [vP IO DO [v`

… ]]]

Based on (27), Bošković (2016a) argues that (25) and (26) receive a straightforward account if the lower
Spec can also move once the higher Spec moves, as shown in (28). Therefore, just like traces do not count
as interveners for relativized minimality effects, they also do not count as phasal edges.

(28) [CP

…

[vP tIO

DO

[v` … ]]

(29) Traces do not count as edges

Another case that falls in line under (29) concerns example in (30), which contrasts with (1a) (repeated in
(31)).

(30) ?Jovanovogi na tebej sam vidio
Jovan’s

of you

am

[NP ti [NP [ponosnog

seen

proud

tj][NP oca]]]
father

‘I saw Jovan’s father who is proud of you’
(31) *Na tebe sam vidio [Jovanovog ponosnog oca].
of you am seen Jovan’s

proud

father

‘I saw Jovan’s father who is proud of you’

As discussed above, in SC the possessor can either follow or precede the adjective. Given the outmost edge
effect in (10), the possessor must be generated above the adjective in (30), so that it can undergo LBE. As
discussed above, the ungrammaticality of (31) is accounted for since the possessor bocks the extraction out
of the AP. This effect is voided in (30) by the movement of the possessor, given (29). In this sentence, the
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possessor must move first (and be located in the higher NP-edge or it could not move), then the PP na tebe
moves, tucking in under the possessor. Example (30) then also provides evidence that traces do not count
as phasal edges. As a result, after the possessor moves, movement out of the AP is possible in (30).
To summarize, the Dutch examples in (25) and (26) and the SC example (30) and (31) show that the
phasal edge status of the remaining edges can be affected by the movement of the higher edge, which
confirms the contextuality of phasal edges.

3.5 Contextual edge and word order paradigms 1: Possessor Raising
Constructions in Korean

This section analyzes Possessor raising (PR) constructions like (32) and (34) in Korean, following up on
the discussion from Chapter 2. The main puzzle to be addressed concerns the limited distribution of PR in
Korean: It is allowed in constructions like (32) but not (33) and it is disallowed in constructions with more
than one possessor, like (34b).

(32)

chayk-ul

pyungronkatul-i

[NPt1 [pyoji]]]-lul

book-ACC critics-NOM

cover-ACC

kukchanhatta.
praised

‘The critics praised the illustrator’s cover of the book.’
(33) *John-ul1
John-ACC

pyungronkatul-i
critics-NOM

[t1

[chayk]]-ul

kukchanhatta.

book-ACC

praised

‘The critics praised John’s book.’
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(34) a. pyungronkatul-i
critics-NOM

[NPsaphwaka-uy [NPchayk-uy

[pyoji]]]-lul kukchanhatta.

illustrator-GEN

cover-ACC praised

book-GEN

‘The critics praised the illustrator’s cover of the book.’
b.*chayk-ul

pyungronkatul-i [NPsaphwaka-uy [TNPt1 [pyoji]]]-lul kukchanhatta.

book-ACC critics-NOM

illustrator-GEN

cover-ACC praised

‘The critics praised the illustrator’s cover of the book.’

Expanding on the discussion from Chapter 2, I will argue that the contrast between (32) and (33) falls out
from the general approach to LBE and the syntax and semantics of NP argued for in this chapter, while the
ungrammaticality of (34b) provides additional evidence for the outmost edge effect from (10). Before
giving an account of these examples, a short digression is in order to introduce the relevant background
concerning the underlying structure of (32), (33), and (34).

3.5.1 Background 1: Possessor Raising Constructions in Korean

This section briefly summarizes properties of Possessor Raising (PR) constructions in Korean, and provides
evidence for the one-constituent approach to the underlying structure of PR. PR is a context where the
possessor receives the same Case as its host noun instead of its usual genitive Case. Hence in the following
example, the possessor Mary receives accusative.

(35) John-i
John-NOM

Mary-lul

pal-ul

capatta.

Mary-ACC

arm-ACC

grabbed

‘John grabbed Mary’s arm.’
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One of the important properties of PR is that the possessor can also be separated from its host NP via
scrambling (in contrast to genitive possessors), as shown in (36).

(36) Johni-ul

Mary-ka

[t1

John-ACC Mary-NOM

pal]-ul

ttalessta.

arm-ACC hit

‘Mary hit John’s arm.’

Importantly, as discussed in Chapter 2, there is a semantic restriction on PR in that only inalienable
possessors can undergo PR4 (see Choe 1987, Yoon 1990, Ura 1996, Ko 2005). Hence (37) is ungrammatical
since the possessor is alienable to the host NP.

(37) *Johni-ul

Mary-ka

John-ACC Mary-NOM

[t1

cha]-lul palassta.
car-ACC sold

‘Mary sold John’s car.’

The syntactic properties of PR in (37) have been discussed extensively in the literature (see Chun 1985,
Choe 1987, Kang 1987, Yoon 1989,1990, Kim 1989,1990, Gerdts 1991, Maling and Kim 1992, Kitahara
1993, D.-I.Cho 1993, Ura 1996, S. Cho 2000, Sim 2004, Ko 2005, among many others, for discussion of
the syntax andc semantics of PR in Korean). As noted in chapter 2, the proposed analyses can be divided
roughly into two lines of research regarding the underlying structure of the possessor and the possessee.
One line argues that the possessor and the possessee form a constituent as in (38a) (I will refer to it as the
constituent approach; see Choe 1987, Ura 1996, Cho 2000, Ko 2005, among others, for Korean). The other
line argues that the possessor is an argument of the verbal predicate, and the possessor and the possessee

4

Recall that I here assume a relation that is inborn, inherent such as body-part to be inalienable, following Choe 1987, Yoon 1990, Ura 1996,
among many others). Recall also that PR in (36) does not raise an issue for the labeling condition in Chapter 2 since the semantics of inalienable
possessors is not modificational (see Chapter 2, section 2.6; I return to the issue below).
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do not form a constituent in the underlying structure, as in (38b) (i.e. I will refer to it as the non-constituent
approach; see Yoon 1989, 1990, Kim 1990, among others, for Korean). This chapter will provide evidence
for the former approach.

(38)

a. [NP Possessor [Possessee]]
b. [VP Possessor…. [NP Possessee]]

While the debate in general has not been fully settled, Ko (2005) provides an important piece of evidence
that favors the constituent approach. Consider examples in (39), with special attention paid to the word
order patterns of the possessor and the possessee (the host noun).5

(39) a. John-i

Mary-lul

John-NOM

pal-ul

capatta.

Mary-ACC arm-ACC grabbed

‘John grabbed Mary’s arm.’
b. Mary-lul

John-i

pal-ul

capatta.

c. Mary-lul

pal-ul

John-i

capatta.

d. *pal-ul

John-i

Mary-lul

capatta.

e.*pal-ul

Mary-lul

John-i

capatta.

(39b,c) indicate that both the possessor and the possessee can undergo scrambling. Crucially, there is an
ordering effect between them as illustrated in (39c,d), which shows that the possessee cannot move over
the possessor. Ko (2005) points out that it is rather difficult to account for the word order effect under the
non-constituent approach.

5

Note that Mary-lul and pal-ul in (39c) need not be adjacent.
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What is assumed in the theories that advocate the non-constituent approach is that the possessor in PR is
an argument of the verb and it is base-generated in a separate position from the possessee. Thus, this
approach argues that the underlying structure of PR is similar to the ditransitive structure, where both
arguments can also be marked with the accusative Case, as illustrated in (40). However, there is no ordering
effect like (40) here, as shown in (41). This indicates that the underlying structure of PR should not be
treated in the same way as the ditransitive structure.

(40) Chelswu-ka

[vPMary-lul

Chelswu-NOM
(41) a. Mary-lul
Mary-ACC

chayk-ul

cwuetta]

Mary-ACC book-ACC

chayk-ul

Chelswu-ka

give
t1

t2

book-ACC Chelswu-NOM

cwuessta.
gave

‘Chelswu gave a book to Mary.’
b. chayk-ul

Mary-lul

Chelswu-ka

t1

book-ACC Mary-ACC Chelswu-NOM

t2

cwuessta.
gave

‘Chelswu gave a book to Mary.’

Instead, Ko proposes an account of (39) based on the constituent approach to such constructions and the
system of Cyclic Linearization (CL). While this chapter argues that (39) favors the constituent approach, I
will provide more direct evidence below that (39) is problematic for the non-constituent approach.
More generally, I will argue that the ordering patterns in (39) and (41) indicate that there is a constraint
on movement that is closely related to how the underlying structure of the relevant elements is created. I
argue that the ordering paradigm from (39) is the result of the outmost edge effect, which furthermore for
principled reasons does not kick in in (41). Prior to the discussion of this, let us discuss the phasehood of
NP in Korean.
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3.5.2 Background 2: NP structures in Korean

This section discusses Korean NP structures with special attention paid to their phasehood and word order
restrictions. In particular, it will be shown that possessors in Korean are adjoined to NP based on tests
discussed in Bošković (2008, 2009a, 2012, 2014) and Kang (2014) (see also chapter 2).
To begin with, let us consider examples in (39), which concern the NP-adjunct status of possessors in
Korean.

(42) a. *Johni-uy

pwumeylang-i

kui-lul

chy-ess-ta

John-GEN boomerang-NOM he-ACC hit-PERF-DECL
‘Johni’s boomerang hit himi.’
b.*kui-uy

pwymeylang-i

he-GEN

boomerang-NOM

Johni-ul

chy-ess-ta

John-ACC hit-PERF-DECL

‘Hisi boomerang hit himi’

(Kang 2014)

(42) shows that the pronoun and the name cannot be coindexed here, indicating that the possessor of the
subject c-commands outside of the subject, resulting in violations of Condition B/C. As discussed in Section
3.2 with respect to SC possessives, these data can be accounted for if Korean possessors are NP-adjuncts
and Korean lacks DP, which would confine the c-command domain of the possessor. Kang (2014),
furthermore, observes that the grammaticality of sentences in (42) does not improve when an adjective
precedes the possessor.

(43) a. ketalan *Johni-uy
big

pwumeylang-i

kui-lul

chy-ess-ta

John-GEN boomerang-NOM he-ACC hit-PERF-DECL

‘Johni’s boomerang hit himi.’
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b.ketalan *kui-uy
big

he-GEN

pwymeylang-i

Johni-ul

chy-ess-ta

boomerang-NOM

John-ACC hit-PERF-DECL

‘Hisi boomerang hit himi’

(43) shows that both adjectives and possessors are NP-adjuncts in Korean (i.e. the adjective cannot be
located in a separate projection in (43)), as illustrated in (44).

(44)

NP
adjectives

NP
possessors

NP

Kang (2014) provides additional evidence for the structure in (44) based on NP-internal word order
paradigms between possessors and adjectives, which essentially follows Bošković’s (2009a, 2013b)
observation with regard to the correlation between the lack of the DP-layer and the NP-internal word order.
Consider (45).

(45) a. John-uy
John-GEN
b. ppalgan
red

ppalgan

cha

red

car

John-uy

cha

John-GEN car

‘John’s red car’

As noted above, Bošković (2009a) notes that word order within the NP is generally freer in article-less
languages than in DP-languages. He argues that the word order patterns are more restricted in DP languages
because the richer syntactic structure of DP languages imposes restrictions on the NP-internal word order.
Article-less languages lack the syntactic structures in question, which results in the absence of the relevant
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word order restrictions. Thus, in English, possessors must precede adjectives because they are located in
DP, which is higher than the projection where adjectives are located. However, in Korean and SC, syntax
does not impose this kind of restriction on their order due to the lack of the DP, and as a result they can
appear in either word order (both being NP-adjoined).
With regard to the semantic composition of the relevant structure, as discussed in Chapter 2, Bošković
(2009a, 2014, 2016a argues that the free-word order in (45) is obtained since both the possessor and the
adjective are elements of type <e,t>. As discussed in Chapter 2, I assume that the semantics of the possessor
in (45) is modificational (cf. Partee and Borschev 1998: [[Mary’s]]=λx. [Ri (Mary)(x)], Ri is a free variable).
Under the standard assumption that adjectives are also of type <e,t> and that there is a rule of predicate
modification, semantics then imposes no restriction on the order in which the possessor and the adjective
are composed here.

(46)

NP<et>
Possessor|Adjectives

NP<et>

Adjectives|Possessors

NP

Either composition of possessors and adjectives is possible in (46) since both elements are of type <e,t>.
Based on the semantic approach to the word order here, Bošković (2014, 2016a) argues that the NP-internal
word order in languages like SC and Korean transparently reflects semantic composition (due to the lack
of DP). For a more detailed discussion, I also refer the reader to Bošković & Hsieh (2014); I simply assume
here that the modificational possessor in question is type of <e,t>, and that the NP-internal word order
between adjectives and possessors reflects the way that they are semantically composed.

(47) NP-internal internal word order in Korean reflects the semantic composition of the relevant
elements.
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Before proceeding to the discussion of the mobility of inalienable possessors, let us investigate the
underlying structure of NPs that contain two possessors since we will also be examining the possibility of
PR in such constructions. The relevant examples are given in (48)6:

(48) a. [NP saphwaka-uy
illustrator-GEN

[NP soseul-uy

[NP pyoji]]]

novel-GEN

cover

‘the illustrator’s cover of the novel’
b. *[soseul-uy

[NP saphwaka-uy

[NP pyoji]]]

Recall that the NP internal word order in Korean is semantically conditioned, i.e. what is relevant here is
semantic composition of the relevant elements (e.g. (47)). The NP in (48) contains two possessors, with
their order fixed. However, their relation to the possessee (i.e. the host noun) is different. In particular, the
possessor that must be adjacent to the possessee in (48)b is inalienable to the possessee (they are in a partwhole relation). The hyphothesis in (47) can provide an account of the word order in (41) under the
assumption that inalienable possessors are composed differently from alienable possessors in terms of their
semantics.
As discussed in Chapter 2, I adopt here the semantics of possessed relational nouns discussed in Partee
and Borschev (1998), extending it to the inalienable/alienable possession distinction. As discussed in
Chapter 2, the gist of the analysis is that inalienable possessors are basically arguments of the noun, whereas
alienable possessors are modificational. Adapting Partee and Borschev’s (1998) analysis, I argue that the
possessor under inalienable possession is an argument of the head noun, as previously discussed in Chapter
2.7 (see also Barker 2010). This can be implemented by treating the head noun pyoji ‘cover’ in (48) as
being of type <e,<e,t>> (in Partee & Borschev 1998, the term Transitive Common Noun is used), with the
inalienable possessor soseul ‘novel’ being of type e (i.e. an argument). The different semantics of

6

I focus here on the reading under discussion. For another reading, see the discussion of (60)-(61).
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inalienable possessors then imposes an ordering restriction, which is consistent with (47), as such possessor
need to be adjacent to the possessee, as illustrated in (49) with the relevant information regarding their
semantic types.

(49)

<e,t>

sakphwaka<e,t>
illustrator

<e,t>
soseule

pyoji<e,<e,t>>

novel

cover

The word order in (48b) is ruled out because it results in a semantic composition problem, as illustrated in
(50).

(50)

*
soseule
novel

*
saphwaka<e,t>

pyoji<e,<e,t>>

illustrator

cover

Therefore, (49) and (50) support the claim in (47) where semantics imposes the ordering restrictions on the
word order of the relevant elements in NP-languages.
The proposed analysis also accounts for the ordering paradigm between inalienable possessors and
adjectives. The inalienable possessor has to follow the AP in (51) (the restriction in question is not present
with alienable possessor)
(51) a. *chayk-uy
book-GEN

yewuicekuro

ppalgan

pyoji

exceptionally

red

cover

‘The book’s cover that is exceptionally red’
b. yewuicekuro ppalgan chayk-uy pyoji
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This can also be accounted for, in fact it can be accounted for in the same way (48)8. Notice that this kind
of restriction is not found with alienable possession, which is also expected:

(52) a. John-uy

yewuicekuro ppalgan

John-GEN exceptionally red

cha
car

‘John’s exceptionally red car’
b. yewuicekuro ppalgan

John-uy

exceptionally

John-GEN car

red

cha

Returning to the word order patterns in (48), a potential alternative analysis can be provided by assuming
that the inalienable possessor is located in SpecNP, whereas the alienable possessor adjoins to NP. In this
analysis, the syntax would impose an ordering restriction as an adjunct would have to be higher than the
specifier. However, this analysis faces a problem because of the adjunct behavior of inalienable possessors
regarding binding.

(53) a.* Johni-uy
John-GEN

pal-i

kululi

ttaylessta.

arm-NOM

him

hit

‘Johni’s arm hits himi.’
b. *kui-uy
he-GEN

pal-i

John-ul

ttaylessta.

arm-NOM

John-ACC

hit

‘hisi’s arm hits Johni.’

8

A bare adjective can follow an alienable possessor ((51) is possible if exceptionally is dropped). I will discuss this in Chapter 4, where I take the
possibility of adjectival modification in that case to indicate that the syntactic status of the adjective is different depending on whether or not the
adjective is modified. In particular, I argue that the adjective is incorporated into the head noun, modification blocking such incorporation.
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(53) shows that inalienable possessors behave in the same way as alienable possessors in that they ccommand out of the subject NP, yielding the same condition B/C violations. Hence the alternative account
is problematic, as (53) indicates that inalienable possessors also adjoin to NP.
This in turn indicates that there is no rigid 1-to-1 mapping between the syntactic position here and the
type of semantic composition; whether the possessor is of type e or <e,t> does not affect its syntactic
position. This is in a sense not surprising; what matters for semantic composition is sisterhood, not whether
this sisterhood is achieved through being a Spec or an adjunct.
This also requires a modification of the approach to adjunction from Chapter 2. I have suggested above
that inalienable possessors are adjoined to NP, as in (54).

(54)

NP
Inalienable possessor e

NP<e<e,t>>

Semantically, we have here a very different case from the kind of cases that were discussed in Chapter 2.
The possessed noun takes the possessor as its argument in (54); in a sense, then, the possessed NP projects
in (54), in that the whole object in (54) should still be headed by the possessed NP. Assuming traditional
adjunction, as in (54), is consistent with that. I therefore suggest that traditional adjunction is still an option,
but only for cases where semantically we are not really dealing with adjunction - the traditional adjunction
structure then captures the intuition that one element heads the structure here.
On the other hand, PR is not possible in constructions like (37) (repeated in (55)) since in such cases the
possessor is interpreted modificationally, as discussed above. This means that the possessor and the
possessed NP contribute equally to the interpretation here. As a result, the object formed by their merger
cannot be labeled through traditional adjunction. It can be either left unlabeled or labeled via feature sharing.
The latter is not an option in Korean due to the lack of agreement, and the former is not possible under
movement, as discussed in chapter 2. Since traces are ignored for labeling, the remaining NP will label the
object in question, which is inconsistent with the modificational interpretation, as discussed above.
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(55) *Johni-ul

Mary-ka

[t1

John-ACC Mary-NOM

cha]-lul palassta.
car-ACC sold

‘Mary sold John’s car.’

To summarize, this section has shown that Korean lacks the DP-layer based on the binding tests and the
word order patterns. The typically free word order between adjectives and possessors under the no-DP
analysis is the result of the modificational semantics of the possessors. To fortify this claim, I have shown
that the presence of inalienable possessors, which have a different semantics, imposes ordering restrictions
in the NP, in that they have to be adjacent to the head noun for the purpose of semantic compositions.
Crucially, the ordering restriction is imposed by the semantics, given that inalienable possessors also exhibit
an adjunct behavior under the binding tests.

3.5.3 Edges of NP

I now return to PR in Korean. As discussed above, an inalienable possessor can undergo PR:

(56)

chayk-ul

pyungronkatul-i

book-ACC critics-NOM

[NPt1 [pyoji]]]-lul

kukchanhatta.

cover-ACC praised

‘The critics praised the cover of the book.’

In the underlying structure of the NP in question, the inalienable possessor adjoins to the NP. Assuming
that NP is a phase in Korean, this position is at a phasal edge. Thus, PR is possible in this structure. Recall
also that the possessor in (57) can move without causing a labeling problem of the kind discussed in chapter
2.
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(57)

NP
Possessor

NP

Cosider now (34) (repeated in (58)). I argue that we are dealing here with the outmost edge effect.

(58) a. pyungronkatul-i
critics-NOM

[NPsaphwaka-uy [NPchayk-uy [pyoji]]]-lul kukchanhatta.
illustrator-GEN

book-GEN cover-ACC praised

‘The critics praised the illustrator’s cover of the book.’
b.*chayk-ul

pyungronkatul-i [NPsaphwaka-uy [TNPt1 [pyoji]]]-lul

book-ACC critics-NOM

illustrator-GEN

kukchanhatta.

cover-ACC praised

‘The critics praised the illustrator’s cover of the book.’

The underlying structure of the NP in (58b) has the same word order as (58a), given that the alienable
possessor must precede the inalienable possessor for the purpose of semantic composition as discussed
above. Since both possessors are adjoined to NP, the underlying structure of the NP then involves two edges
of the NP-phase, as shown in (59).

(59)

NP
saphwakaalienable
‘illustrator’

NP
chaykinalienable

NP

‘book’
The ungrammaticality of (58b) indicates that PR of the lower edge is illicit. Therefore, the patterns in (56)
and (58) can be explained as the outmost edge effect : PR is possible only from the outmost edge of the NPphase.
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It should be noted here that there is another interpretation where the possessor saphwaka ‘illustrator’
modifies the possessed noun chayk ‘book’. Under this interpretation, the illustrator is a modificational
possessor of chayk ‘book’, and illustrator’s book is an argumental possessor of pyoji ‘cover’. This is
illustrated in (60), where the labeling is consistent with the above discussion. As expected under the analysis
proposed here, the complex possessor, where the illustrator possesses the book, can undergo PR here, as
shown by (61)9.

(60)

NP
pyoji
saphwaka

chayk

illustrator

book

(61) [Saphwaka-uy chayk-ul]1
illustrator-GEN book-ACC

cover

pyungronkatul-i

[t1

critics-NOM

pyoji]-lul

kukchanhatta.

cover-ACC praised

‘The critics praised the cover of the illustrator’s book.’
‘*The critics praised the illustrator’s cover of the book.’

To summarize, there is a correlation between the word order and the possibilities for PR in that only the NP
initial possessor can undergo movement. This can be captured if only the outmost edge counts as the edge
of a phase for the purpose of the PIC. The current analysis also supports the constituent approach to PR
constructions given that the base word order between the two possessors determines the availability of PR
here. Finally, we have seen that only inalienable possessors can undergo PR in Korean, which can be
explained under the proposals made in this thesis given that such possessors are treated as arguments, hence
their raising does not create a labeling problem, in contrast to the raising of modificational possessors.

9

In Partee & Borschev (1998), the relevant nouns are ambiguous between common nouns of type <e,t> and transtive common nouns of type

<e<e,t>>. In (60), the noun pyoji ‘cover’ is the case of a common noun in Partee & Borschev’s (1998) terms.
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3.6 Contextual edge and word order paradigms 2: ECM/Scrambling
constructions in Korean

I now turn to additional cases that illustrate the outmost edge effect, namely Exceptional Case Marking
(ECM) and Scrambling in Korean, with special attention paid to their interaction. What is of interest to us
here is that there is a blocking effect when both ECM and Scrambling occur in the same construction. The
relevant examples are given in (62).

(62) a. Kong-uli J-ka

[CP M-ka

ball-ACC J-NOM

ti

M-NOM

cal

chanta-ko]

sayngkakhanta.

well

kick-C

think

‘J thinks that M kicks a ball well.’
b. J-ka
J-NOM
c. *Kong-uli
ball-ACC

[M-ul

[kong-ul

cal

chanta-ko] sayngkakhanta.

M-ACC

[ball-ACC

well

kick-C

J-ka
J-NOM

[CP M-ul

ti

[CP cal

M-ACC

well

think
chanta-ko]
kick-C

sayngkakhanta.
think

(62) shows that Korean allows scrambling of the embedded object kong ‘ball’ out of its CP in (62a), as well
as the ECM of the embedded subject M, as in (62b). Interestingly, in (62c), the scrambling of kong is
blocked by ECM. In this chapter, I will argue that the blocking effect can be captured by appealing to the
outmost edge effect. It will be argued that the structure in question involves a derivation where elements
that undergo ECM and scrambling form multiple specifiers of the embedded CP. Furthermore, I will argue
that the specifiers are ordered, in that the ECMed subject is located in the higher edge than the scrambling
object, hence the former prevents the extraction of the latter.
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3.6.1 Background: The location of ECMed subject

This section investigates the location of the ECMed NP and how the accusative Case is assigned in this
context. Korean is a language which allows optional ECM across a CP clause boundary, as shown in (63)
(see K-S Hong 1990, Lee 1991, Hiraiwa 2005, Yoon 2007, among many others)

(63) Chelswu-ka

[Mary-ka/-lul

kong-ul

Chelswu-NOM Mary-NOM/-ACC

calchanta-ko] sayngkakhanta.

ball-ACC kick-C

think

‘Chelswu thinks Mary kicks a ball well.’

With respect to the location of the ECMed subject, the proposed ECM-style analyses can be divided roughly
into two camps.
In one camp, it has been argued that the ECMed subject must be located in the matrix vP for case reasons,
as shown below (henceforth, the obligatory raising approach; cf. Subject-to-Object raising constructions
discussed in Hong (1990)):

(64) … [vPMary-lul
…

Mary-ACC

[CP kong-ul

cal

ball-ACC

chanta-ko] …

well kick-C

On the other hand, a number of researchers have argued that the raising of the ECMed subject as in (64) is
optional, and therefore the ECMed NP has an option of staying within the embedded CP, as illustrated
below (henceforth, the non-obligatory raising approach; see Hiraiwa 2001, Taguchi 2009, among others).

(65) … [CP Mary-lul
…

Mary-ACC

kong-ul

cal

chanta-ko] …

ball-ACC well kick-C …
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Notice that examples like (66) provide evidence that the ECMed subject can raise into the matrix clause,
since the adverb that follows it modifies the matrix clause. Following Hong and Lasnik (2010), I assume
that the ECM NP here undergoes object-shift to SpecvP, which accounts for the word order in (66).

(66) C-ka

[vPY-lul1

C-NOM

papokati

Y-ACC

[t1

stupidly

yepputa-ko]

saynkakhanta

pretty-C

think

‘C thinks stupidly that Y is pretty.’

Hiraiwa (2001) provides an argument that such raising is not obligatory. Although his original examples
are from Japanese, I will adopt his tests and apply them to Korean examples as both languages exhibit the
same patterns. Hiraiwa shows that multiple clefting with ECM subjects indicates that the ECM subject can
stay within the embedded CP. For this, he adopts Koizumi’s (1995) clause-mate condition for the multiple
clefting construction, where the clefted elements must originate from the same clause. Thus, (67a) is
ungrammatical since the matrix subject John and the embedded element ku cikep ‘that job’ are clefted. In
contrast to this, the clefting of two embedded clause elements in (67b) (i.e. the embedded subject and object)
satisfies the clause-mateness condition.
(67)

a. *[ti

[Mary-lul tj
Mary-ACC

cekhaphata-ko]

saynkakha-n kes-un

suitable-C

think-REL

John-i

ku cikep-ey ita.

John-NOM

that job-DAT cop

C-TOP

Intended: ‘John thinks that Mary is suitable for that job.’

b. John-I

[tj

John-NOM

tj

cekhaphata-ko]

saynkakha-n kes-un

suitable-C

think-REL

Mary-ka

ku cikep-ey ita.

Mary-NOM

that job-DAT cop
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C-TOP

Hiraiwa (2001) then observes that the ECMed subject can be clefted either with the embedded object ku
cikep (68a) or the matrix subject John (68b).

(68) a.John-i

[t1 tj cekhaphata-ko] sayngkakha-n

John-NOM

suitable-C

Mary-luli

ku cikepj-ey ita.

Mary-ACC

that job-DAT cop

think-REL

kes-un
C-TOP

‘(lit.)It is Mary to the job that John considers to be suitable.’
b.[ti [tj

ku

cikep-ey cekhaphata-ko] sayngkakha-n kes-un

that

job-DAT suitable-C think-REL C-TOP

John-ii

Mary(-lul)j ita.

John-NOM

Mary-ACC cop

‘(lit)It is John, Mary that considers to be suitable for the job.’

(Hiraiwa 2001)

Assuming the clause-mate condition, (68a), where the ECMed subject is clefted with the embedded object,
indicates that the ECMed subject can be located in the embedded clause prior to clefting. Furthermore,
given that the ECMed subject is clefted with a matrix element in (68b), (68b) then confirms that there is
also an option for the ECMed subject to be located in the matrix clause. Hiraiwa (2001) thus argues that
examples like (68) provide evidence for the non-obligatory raising approach (i.e. they indicate that the
raising here is optional.
Let us now investigate how the accusative Case is assigned in configurations like (68a), where the ECMed
subject is located in the embedded CP. Given the non-obligatoriness of raising, Hiraiwa (2001) argues that
the accusative Case in ECM constructions is assigned by the AGREE operation; more precisely, the matrix
v assigns the accusative to the ECMed subject, as illustrated below, which then must be located at the edge
of the embedded CP, i.e. SpecCP, given the PIC.
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(69) v

[CP Subj

….

Building on (69), Taguchi (2009) further investigates the location of the ECMed subject within the
embedded CP. He crucially observes a parallelism between topics and ECMed subjects with respect to their
scope interaction. Given that Topic is base-generated at SpecCP, Taguchi argues that ECMed subject is
also base-generated in SpecCP. His analysis can be summarized as follows.
To begin with, he argues that the Topic is base-generated in the SpecCP, following Hoji (1985). Hoji
(1985) observes (70), which shows that Topic does not reconstruct (70b), in contrast to scrambling (70a).

(70) a. [proi

ssun nonmwun]-lulj nuw-kai
wrote article -ACC

tj palpyohassni?

who-NOM

presented.Q?

‘Who presented the article that s/he wrote?’
b.[ pro*i/j ssun nonmwun]-unj, nuw-kai
wrote article -TOP

palpyohassni?

who-NOM presented.Q?

‘Who presented the article that s/he wrote?’

In (70a), the pro that is contained in the scrambled NP can have the bound-variable interpretation, which
can be treated as a reconstruction effect under the movement of the scrambling object. However, in the
topic construction in (70b), the pro cannot have the bound-variable interpretation, which means that there
is no reconstruction of Topic. This asymmetry can be accounted for by assuming that the Topic does not
involve movement, hence it does not allow reconstruction. Therefore, Hoji (1985) argues that the Topic is
base-generated in a higher position than the SpecTP, which I assume is SpecCP.
Taguchi (2009) then observes that the ECMed subject behaves like Topic, in that it does not reconstruct
here:
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(71) a.Na-nun [[ pro*i/j ssun nonmwun]-ul
I-TOP

wrote article-ACC

motwu-ekeyi

cohtako

everyone-DAT like

sayngkakhanta
think
‘(lit.) I believe that the article s/he wrote, everyone likes.’
b. .Na-nun [[ proi ssun nonmwun]-ij
I-TOP

wrote article-Nom

motwu-ekeyi

tj cohtako

everyone-DAT

like

sayngkakhanta
think
‘(lit.) I believe that the article s/he wrote, everyone likes.’

(cf. Taguchi 2009)

(71) shows that the bound-variable interpretation is not available when the embedded subject is marked
with accusative Case (i.e. ECM) in (71a), in contrast to the nominative subject in (71b)10. Taguchi (2009)
then argues that the ECMed subject is also base-generated in SpecCP, given the parallelism between ECM
and Topic concerning the lack of reconstruction effects.
Assuming that the ECMed subject is base-generated in SpecCP, and that ECM is done via AGREE,
Taguchi (2009) argues that ECM is possible since the embedded subject is located at the edge of the CPphase, as illustrated in (72).

(72) [vP

[VP v

[CP Subj-ACCi

C

[TP T

[VP

…

]]]]]

To summarize, this section has argued that ECMed subjects are base-generated in SpecCP, and that they
can stay in that position.

10

Note that the embedded predicate cohta ‘like’ in (71) is unable to assign accusative Case to the object, hence the accusative NP can only be
Case-marked by the matrix v.
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3.6.2 Edges of CP

This section will provide an account of the fact that LD scrambling and ECM cannot co-occur, as illustrated
in (73).

(73)

*Kong-uli

J-ka

ball-ACC

J-NOM

[CP M-ul

ti

M-ACC

cal
well

chanta-ko]
kick-C

sayngkakhanta.
think

‘J thinks that M kicks a ball well.’

To begin with, I assume that scrambling is a movement operation that is constrained by general locality
conditions under the phase theory (see e.g. Saito 1985, Fukui 1986, 1993, Kuroda 1988, Tada 1993,
Miyagawa 1997, 2001, Saito and Fukui 1998, Takano 2000 among others). Then, the object that is
undergoing scrambling in (73) must move to the embedded SpecCP because of the PIC.
I also assume the tucking-in fashion of movement as in Richards (2001). Richards (2001) shows that when
a new specifier is to be created for a head which already has a specifier, the new specifier is created below
the existing one (see Bošković 2016b for a deduction of the tucking-in requirement from the labeling theory).
Based on the above assumptions, the underlying structure of (73) for the embedded CP involves separate
specifiers of the CP where the ECMed subject, which is base-generated in SpecCP, is located in the higher
specifier, as illustrated in (74). We have seen that the ECM-ed subject can optionally move into the matrix
clause. I will first consider the derivation where it stays in the embedded clause.
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(74)

VP
CP

think

Marylul

C`
Kongul

C`
TP

…t1…

C
T

Assuming that the ECMed subject is base-generated in the specifier of CP and that CP counts as phase, the
embedded object kongul must tuck in under the ECMed subject in the lower SpecCP. As a result, the
ECMed subject is located in the higher specifier than the scrambling object. In this configuration, the
scrambling object cannot move out of the embedded clause, given the outmost edge effect.
Note that the ungrammaticality of (75) can also be explained. The surface word order of the specifiers of
the CP in (75) cannot be derived given that scrambling must tuck-in under the base-generated ECMed
subject.

(75) *Chelswu-ka
Chelswu-NOM

[CPkong-ul
ball-ACC

[CPM-ul
M-ACC

cal

chanta-ko]

well kick-C

sayngkakhanta.
think

‘Chelswu thinks that M kicks a ball well.’

The ungrammaticality of (75) can in fact be taken to provide additional evidence for the claim that the
ECMed subject is base-generated in SpecCP, given that Korean multiple scrambling does not have such
ordering effects. For example, IO and DO can move in front of the subject in any order in (76).12

12

Both the IO-DO and the DO-IO orders are possible with VP; both orders in (i) can then feed further movement.
(i)

a. Y-ka M-ul
kong-ul cwuessta.
Y-NOM M-ACC ball-ACC gave
‘Y gave a ball to Mary.’
b. Y-ka kong-ul M-ul
cwuessta.
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(76) a. M-ul1

kong-ul2

John-i

t1 t2 cwuessta.

M-ACC ball-ACC John-NOM

gave

‘John gave a ball to Mary.’
b. kong-ul M-ul

….

Recall now that traces don’t count as edges, as discussed in (29). This condition is relevant to the derivation
of (73) in the case where the ECMed subject object-shifts to the matrix SpecvP. As discussed above, prior
to this movement, the embedded object that undergoes scrambling must tuck-in below the base-generated
ECMed subject. Given (29), the object shift enables movement of the lower edge of CP where the object
kong-ul ‘ball’ is located. The sentence in (77) concerns such derivations; the relevant point of the derivation
is described in (78).

(77) Chelswu-ka

[vP M-ul1 papokati

Chelswu-NOM

[t1

M-ACC stupidly

[CPkong-ul

cal chanta-ko]]]

ball-ACC well kick-C

sayngkakhanta.
think

‘Chelswu stupidly thinks that M kicks a ball well.’
(78) … [vP M-ul

[VP stupidly

[tMul

[Kong-ul

…

After the ECMed subject moves into the matrix clause, the scrambled element can also move into the matrix
clause since it is the only edge of the embedded clause for the purpose of the PIC after the ECM subject
moves away. After movement of the ECM subject to SpecvP, assuming the phase theory of movement
where vP is a phase and tucking-in, kongul in the lower edge of the embedded CP in (78) then targets the
matrix SpecvP, tucking in under the ECMed subject. The relevant sentence which shows the derivation in
(79) is given in (80). The ungrammaticality of (80)b indicates that the scrambling object must tuck-in under
the SpecvP created by object-shift.

(79) … [vP M-ul

Kong-ul [VP stupidly

[tMul
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[tkong-ul

…

(80) a.Chelswu-ka

[vP M-ul Kong-ul

Chelswu-NOM

papokati [t1 t2

[ cal chanta-ko]]] sayngkakhanta.

M-ACC ball-ACC stupidly

well

kick-C

think

‘Chelswu stupidly thinks that M kicks a ball well.’
b.*Chelswu-ka

[vP kong-ul M-ul

Chelswu-NOM

papokati [t1 t2

ball-ACC M-ACC stupidly

[ cal chanta-ko]]] sayngkakhanta.
well

kick-C

think

‘Chelswu stupidly thinks that M kicks a ball well.’

Finally, because the scrambled object kongul is still located at the lower edge in (79), it cannot undergo
movement from this position given the outmost edge effect (10). This accounts for the ungrammaticality of
(73) (repeated in (81)), which explains why ECM and LD scrambling cannot interact with each other.

(81)

*Kong-uli

J-ka

[ M-ul

ball-ACC

J-NOM

ti

M-ACC

cal

chanta-ko]

sayngkakhanta.

well

kick-C

think

‘J thinks that M kicks a ball well.’

The analysis, however, makes a prediction. As discussed above, LD scrambling in (81) is blocked by the
ECM NP due to the outmost edge effect. If the ECM NP stays in the embedded SpecCP, being the higher
SpecCP it blocks movement of the scrambling element from the embedded CP. The same holds if the ECM
NP is located in the matrix vP; being a higher SpecvP, it blocks movement of the scrambling NP from
SpecvP. However, the analysis predicts that if the ECM NP itself undergoes scrambling in front of the
matrix subject, LD scrambling from the embedded clause will be possible. This is indeed the case, as shown
by (82).

(82) M-ul1

kong-ul2

Chelswu-ka

[CP t1 [CP t2 [ cal

M-ACC ball-ACC Chelswu-NOM

chanta-ko]]] sayngkakhanta.

well kick-C

‘C thinks that M kicks a ball well.’
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think

Following Miyagawa (2003), I assume that A’-scrambling involves movement to SpecCP. Since only traces
precede the scrambling NP at all phasal edges, the outmost edge effect is voided so that scrambling is no
longer blocked. Consider the full derivation of (82).

(83)

CP
Mary-lul

C`
Kong-ul

C`
TP

C

Chelswu

T`

vP

T

tMarylul

v`
tkongul

v`
VP

CP
tMarylul

v
V

C`
tkongul

…

In the underlying structure of the embedded CP of (82), the ECMed subject M is base-generated at SpecCP
and the scrambling object kong tucks-in under this specifier, as shown in (84).

(84) …

[CP M-ul

kong-ul [C`

….

Given the outmost edge effect in (10), only the element that is in the higher SpecCP (i.e. M-ul) can undergo
movement in (84), into the matrix SpecvP. This movement, however, affects the edgehood of the lower
Spec, given that traces do not count as edges. Hence, kongul ‘ball’ now can move, but it must tuck in under
the ECM NP that has already moved to SpecvP. This is illustrated in (85).
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(85) [vP M-ul1

kong-ul2

…

[CP t1

t2 [CP

….

At this point, the ECM NP undergoes scrambling to the matrix SpecCP, which frees Kong-ul to also undergo
such scrambling, given that traces do not count as phasal edges. We then get (82), repeated here as (87a)
with the relevant derivational steps given in (86). Crucially, since the scrambling NP must tuck in in the
lower SpecCP, under M-ul, the only possible order is the one where kong-ul follows M-ul. The order in
(87b) is indeed unacceptable.

(86) [CP M-ul kong-ul
(87) a. M-ul1

kong-ul2

[vP t1 t2

… [CP t1

Chelswu-ka

t2

[CP ….

[CP t1 [CP t2 [ cal chanta-ko]]] sayngkakhanta.

M-ACC ball-ACC Chelswu-NOM

well kick-C

think

‘C thinks that M kicks a ball well.’
b. *kong-ul M-ul

….

To summarize, this section has shown that the impossibility of interaction between ECM and LD
scrambling is the result of the outmost edge effect. The outmost edge ffect analysis also captures the fact
that scrambling of the ECM NP makes LD scrambling of another element possible.

3.7 Word order patterns of floated quantifiers

In this section, I will show that the above analysis of ECM can be extended to floating quantifiers patterns
(FQ) in Korean discussed in Ko (2005). In Korean, quantity is expressed by classifier (CL) constructions,
and classifiers and their host nouns can be separated in various syntactic contexts. However, there is a
subject object asymmetry with respect to the possibility of the separation between the host NP and the
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classifier (see Ko 2005 and references therein). As shown in (88), the subject may intervene between an
object and an object-oriented classifier.

(88) a. John-i
John-NOM

meykcwu-lul

sey-pyeng

masi-ess-ta

beer-ACC

3-CLbottle

drink-PAST-DEC

‘John drank three bottles of beer’
b. Maykcwu-lul John-i
Beer-ACC

John-NOM

sey-pyeng

masi-ess-ta

3-CLbottle

drink-PAST-DEC

‘John drank three bottles of beer’

(Ko 2005: (19))

(88b) shows that the subject John-i can intervene between the object mackcwu-lul ‘beer’ and its classifier
sey-pyeng. In contrast to the pattern in (88), an object cannot intervene between a subject and a subjectoriented classifier;

(89) a. Haksayng-tul-i

sey-myeng maykcwu-lul masi-ess-ta.

student-PL-NOM 3-CLperson

beer-ACC

drink-PAST-DEC

‘Three students drank beer.’
b. *Haksayng-tul-i maykcwu-lul sey-myeng masi-ess-ta.
student-PL-NOM beer-ACC

3-CLperson

‘Three students drank beer.’

drink-PAST-DEC
(Ko 2005: (20))

The ungrammaticality of (89b) is apparently caused by the object mackwu-lul ‘beer’ which intervenes
between the subject Haksayng-tul-i and its classifier sey-myeng. Given that both nominatives and
accusatives can undergo clause-internal movement in Korean, it is rather puzzling that the word order in
(89b) cannot be derived. I propose that this pattern is the result of the outmost edge effect (10).
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To begin with, let us consider the derivation of (88), where the object meycwu ‘beer’ can move over the
subject (i.e. the subject intervenes between the object and its classifier). Assuming that subjects are
generated in SpecvP, the object that undergoes scrambling must tuck-in under the subject in the vP of (88).
In the following structures, the subject-oriented classifiers are marked as Subj-CL, and the object-oriented
classifiers are marked as Obj-CL.

(90)

… [vP Subj

Obj [VP [ tobj Obj-CL

]

While the object in (90) is located in the lower edge of the vP-phase, this position still counts as an edge
position after the subject moves to SpecTP, given that traces do not count as edges. The structure where the
subject moves to SpecTP is shown in (91a). The object, which is now the outmost edge of vP for the purpose
of PIC, can scramble into SpecCP as in (91b). Therefore, the surface order of (88) can be derived, as
illustrated in (92).

(91) a. [TP subj
b. [CP obj
(92) a.[CPmayckwu-lul2

[vP t1 obj

[VP tobject obj-CL ]

[TP subj

[tsubj tobj

[TPhaksayng-tul-i1

beer-ACC

[ tobj
[t1

t2

obj-CL]

[VP sey-meyng ….

student-PL-NOM

3-CL

b.OBJ<<SUB<<OBJ-CL

With respect to (89b), where the object cannot intervene between the subject and its classifier, the
underlying structure of vP where the object undergoes scrambling is given in (93). Crucially, the object
must tuck-in under the subject and its classifier here.

(93) …

[vP subj subj-CL

obj

[VP
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tobj

…

Even though the subject moves to SpecTP, due to the presence of Subj-CL the object is still not located at
the outmost edge. As a result, the object cannot move from the specvP due to the outmost edge effect, as
illustrated in (94).

(94) …

[TP subj

[vP tsubj subj-CL

obj

[VP tobj

…

The derivation in (95) is then blocked as a case of the outmost edge effect, given that the object is located
in the lower SpecvP13. Therefore, the word order in (89b) cannot be derived, as shown in (96).
*
(95) … [CP subj

[CP obj

[TP tsubj

[vP tsubj

subj-CL

tobj

(96) *subj>>obj>>subj-CL

3.8 Multiple ECM

This section aims to show that the outmost edge effect is indeed a PIC effect by investigating a construction
in Korean where multiple in-situ edges attempt to agree with the same target. The outmost edge effect
discussed above assumes that the lower edge is inaccessible due to PIC. Hence movement from lower edges
creates a locality issue. As noted in Bošković (2016a), however, a potential alternative might involve
relativized-minimality style intervention effects, where the higher element would be an intervener for the
lower element (henceforth, the intervention approach). Bošković (2016a) argues that this analysis faces
several problems: first, under any definition of equidistance, both specifiers would be equidistant from the
target of movement, which would void any intervention effects (see e.g. Stjepanović 2011); Second, while
the intervention (i.e. Attract Closest) approach predicts that the effect in question will be voided if the higher

13

In (95), SUBJ moves to SpecCP, and the object tucks in under it. Nothing, however, changes if SUBJ and OBJ move to multiple specs of TP.
In fact, any movement of the object including potential further movement within the middle field is blocked here.
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Spec is not a candidate for the relevant movement, this is not the case with the PIC approach- Bošković
shows that the prediction of the PIC approach is correct here (see e.g. the discussion of (26)).
This section provides evidence that also teases apart Bošković’s (2016a) claim that we are dealing here
with a PIC effect and the potential intervention effect alternative which was in fact adopted in Rackowski
and Richards 2005. The core examples in this respect are given in (97).

(97) a. J-ka

Mary-ka

ippal-i

way ppacyessta-ko sayngakhatni?

J-NOM

M.-NOM

tooth-NOM

why fell.out-C

b. J-ka

Mary-lul

ippal-i

way ppacyessta-ko sayngakhatni?

J-NOM

M.-ACC

tooth-NOM

why fell.out-C

c.* J-ka

Mary-lul

ippal-ul

way ppacyessta-ko sayngakhatni?

J-NOM

M.-ACC

tooth-ACC

why fell.out-C

think.Q

think.Q

think.Q

‘What is the reason x such that John thinks that Mary’s tooth fell out for x.’

The Case-assignment pattern in (97) shows that the matrix v can assign accusative Case only to the first NP
as shown in (97b,c). Note here that I assume that way ‘why’ is base-generated high in the structure, at the
very edge of TP 14 . This means that what precedes way ‘why’ is located in SpecCP, as in (98), a
representation of (97a).

(98) (for (97a)) … [v

[CP Mary-ka

ippal-i

[ ….

Before proceeding to (97b,c), recall that in Korean ECM constructions the accusative Case is assigned via
AGREE (see Hiraiwa 2001, 2005).

14

Ko (2005) argues that it is generated in SpecCP, but her arguments are compatible with TP-adjunction of way ‘why’.
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At this point the reader should note that in (99) there are two accusatives that are adjacent to each other.
This means that Korean in principle allows multiple occurrences of accusatives, which rules out a
possibility that (97c) is ungrammatical due to a phonological restriction like the double o constraint in
Japanese (see Harada 1973, Saito 1985, Hiraiwa 2003, 2005, 2010, among many others).

(99) a. Exceptional Case Marking
Chelswu-ka

[Mary-lul

Chelswu-NOM

kong-ul

cal

chanta-ko] sayngkakhanta.

Mary-ACC ball-ACC well kick-C

think

‘Chelswu thinks Mary kicks a ball well.’
b. [vP

[VP v

[CP Subj-ACC

C

[TP T

[VP

…

]]]]]

Notice also that in PR cases, which is what we are dealing here, both NPs can be in princple assigned
accusative. Thus, both NPs are assigned accusatives by the predicate saynkakha ‘think’ in (100), which is
the same predicate as the one used in (97). Furthermore, I assume that (100) is an instance of Multiple
Agree (Hiraiwa 2001, 2005), where the matrix v can assign the accusative Case to multiple NPs, as shown
in (101).

(100) Chelswu-ka
Chelswu-NOM

Mary-lul

ippal-ul

Mary-ACC

ippal-ACC

saynkakhanta.
think

‘Chelswu thinks of Mary’s tooth.’
(101) … [v

[VP

Mary

tooth] …

Returning now to (97), (97b) is not surprising. As discussed above, both NPs here can be located at the
edges of the CP. Note also that given Hiraiwa’s (2005) claim that the edge of the edge of phase XP is not
at the edge of XP, Mary-lul must have raised out of [Mary-lul ippal-ul] to be accessible for accusative Case
assignment (without PR, Mary-lul would be edge of the edge of phase CP). In fact, it can receive accusative
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if it is located in higher SpecCP. Under the multiple edge effect, Mary being located in the higher specCP
in (103), it can then receive accusative Case from the matrix v.

(102) J-ka
J-NOM

[CP Mary-lul [CP ippal-i
M.-ACC

[CP [IPway

tooth-NOM why

ppacyessta-ko]]]

fell.out-C

sayngakahatni?
think.Q

‘What is the reason x such that J thinks that Mary’s tooth fell out because of x?.’
(103) … [v

[CP

Mary-lul

tooth

Consider now (97c) (repeated in (104)), which I will show can tease apart the PIC and the intervention
approach to the outmost edge effect.15 Under Bošković’s PIC account of the outmost edge effect, (104) can
be accounted. Only the outmost edge of CP, hence only Mary, is accessible to matrix v. As a result, only
Mary can be accusative-marked.
(104) * J-ka

[CP [NP Mary-lul

J-NOM

M.-ACC

[NP ippal]]-ul
tooth-ACC

[CP way ppacyessta-ko]] sayngakhatni?
why

fell.out-C

think.Q

‘What is the reason x such that John thinks that Mary’s tooth fell out for x.’
(105) … [v

[CP

Mary-lul

ippal-ul]
*

This is, however, not the case under the intervention analysis. We have seen that the predicate saynkakha
in (104) can assign multiple accusatives to PR constructions in (100) through the application of Multiple
Agree. What is important here is that Multiple Agree voids intervention effects (see Hiraiwa 2005). Thus,
if X intervenes for agreement between Y and Z, the intervention effect is voided if Y also agrees with X.

15

The reader should keep in mind that Mary-lul must undergo PR to be able to get accusatives, given Hiraiwa’s (2005) claim that the edge of the
edge of phase XP is not at the edge of XP.
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(106) a. Y

X

Z

X

Z

*
b. Y

Under the intervention approach to the outmost edge effect, it is then incorrectly predicted that the effect
should be voided in (104) since v undergoes multiple agree here, which voids intervention effects. However,
under Bošković’s PIC-based analysis, it is predicted that Multiple Agree will not change anything here
since it cannot affect the edge status of the lower edge. Therefore, (104) and (105) provide evidence that
the outmost edge effect is the result of the PIC.
Recall now that traces do not count as edges, which means that movement of the higher edge can affect
the PIC status of lower edges. It then appears that the element in the lower edge ippal ‘tooth’ should be able
to agree with v if the higher edge Mary moves, as illustrated in (107). While object shift is possible under
ECM, as discussed above, such a derivation turns out not to be possible here. Mary first needs to agree with
v, it undergoes object-shift only after that. Once this relationship has been established, v cannot agree again
with the lower edge for accusative Case assignment.

(107) *… [Mary-lul1

v

[CP t1

ippal-

….

I assume that Multiple Agree is a single operation – agreement with all goals has to be done at the same
time. It is then not possible for v to agree with Mary, then have Mary move to SpecvP, voiding the outmost
edge effect, after which v would again agree, this time with ippal ‘tooth’16.
Before concluding this section, I will briefly note the relevance of the data discussed here for the locality
system that is developed in Rackowski and Richards (2005). They develop a system where only the highest

16

Note that the highest edge can indded move here, which does not change the Case pattern:
i.
John-i
Mary-lul
papokati ippal-i/-*lul
pacessitako
saynkakhanta.
John-NOM Mary-ACC stupidly tooth-NOM/-*ACC fell.out
think
‘John stupidly thinks that Mary’s tooth fell out.’
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Spec of a phase is accessible to the next phase, which is somewhat similar to the outmost edge effect
discussed in this chapter. However, their system cannot account for the data discussed in this chapter.
Their system can be briefly summarized as follows. Assuming that the higher specifier and the phrase
itself function as interveners for a lower specifier, they argue that the element in the lower specifier is not
accessible due to an intervention effect, which is somewhat in line with the intervention approach discussed
earlier although their system is different in that the phrase itself also counts as an intervener. They also
assume that the intervention effect can be voided if the relevant elements undergo agreement (cf. Multiple
Agree), and that a phrase and the highest Spec of the phrase are equidistant.
For example, in their system, a CP-phase that is a complement of V counts as an intervener if it does not
agree with v (the next phasal head). Returning to the pattern in (104), where the lower edge is not accessible,
their system may account for (104) under the assumption that CPs in Korean do not agree with v. However,
this speculation would raise a number of issues regarding multiple extraction out of CPs in Korean, which
should not be possible (though it is; e.g. scrambling of object discussed in this chapter).
Thus, their system cannot account for patterns like (108), where both edges of CP undergo movement.

(108) M-ul1

kong-ul2

Chelswu-ka

[CP t1 [CP t2 [ cal chanta-ko]]] sayngkakhanta.

M-ACC ball-ACC Chelswu-NOM

well kick-C

think

‘C thinks that M kicks a ball well.’

Furthermore, as discussed above, since intervention effects are voided under Multiple Agree, Multiple Case
assignment through Multiple Agree should be possible in (104) since Multiple Agree should void
intervention effects. This is however, not the case under Bošković’s PIC account, since the PIC effect is
not voided by Multiple Agree.
To conclude, I have shown that the outmost edge effect is caused by the PIC effect on the lower edges,
based on examples where there are multiple in-situ edges that attempt to agree, yet only the highest one can.
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3.9 Deduction of Proper Binding Condition

In this section, I argue that the outmost edge effect deduces the Proper Binding Condition (PBC) effects. It
furthermore captures cases that are problematic for the PBC.
The PBC requires that traces be bound, as in (109) (see Fiengo 1977, Saito 1989, 2002, Lasnik & Saito
1992; see Hiraiwa 2010 for more references therein). A derivation like (110) is then not allowed.

(109) The Proper Binding Condition
Traces must be bound.

XP

(110)
α

X`
X

YP
Β

Y`
Y

α
tβ

The PBC is assumed to capture the ungrammaticality of scrambling out of an embedded CP that is followed
by remnant movement of the CP itself in Japanese, as discussed in Lasnik and Saito 1992, Müller 1996,
1998, Kitahara 1997, among others). In this section, I will use Korean examples to illustrate PBC effects.
Consider (111). Here, the dative scrambles out of the most embedded CP in (111a). This is followed by
remnant movement of the CP to a position higher than the scrambling dative in (111b). The derivation is
illustrated schematically in (112).
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(111) Scrambling + remnant CP scrambling
a.[TPA-ka [CP2 D-ekeyi
A-NOM

[B-ka

[CP1C-ka

D-DAT B-NOM

ti cenhwahat…] sayngkak..] malhassta.

C-NOM

called-C

thought-C

said

‘A said that B thinks that C called to D.’
b.*[CP3[CP1C-ka t1 cenhwa..]2

[TPA-nun [CP2D-ekey1 [CP2B-ka t2 sayngkak..] malhassta.

C-NOM called.C

A-TOP

D-DAT

B-NOM

thought.C

said

‘A said that B thinks that C called to D.’
(112) [CP …. t1... ] … D-ekey1 … tCP …

(112) is ruled out by the PBC. However, the PBC account has been challenged and hence modified by a
number of authors, including Lasnik & Saito (1992), Takano (1995), Müller (1996), Kitahara (1997), Saito
(2002), Hiraiwa (2010), Takita (2014), among many others. The data in (113) provides examples that are
problematic for the PBC.

(113) a. [TP J1-ka

motu-ekey

J-NOM

[CP t1 yepputa-ko]

everyone-DAT

pretty-C

sayngkaktoyecita.
think.pass

‘

‘J is thought to be pretty by everyone.’
b. [CP t1

yepputa-ko ] [TP J1-ka
Pretty-C

J-NOM

motu-ekey

sayngkaktoyecita.

everyone-DAT think.pass

‘

‘J is thought to be pretty by everyone.’

(113a) illustrates the so-called Raising to Subject (RTS) where the embedded subject J undergoes
movement into the matrix SpecTP across the CP (see Hiraiwa 2005, 2010, among others). However, in this
case remnant movement of the CP from where RTS took place is possible, as in (113b). This is problematic
for the PBC, in that the trace in the remnant CP is not bound here, just as in (111), but the sentence is
grammatical.
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This section argues that the alleged cases of the PBC in Korean follow from the outmost edge effect,
which will in fact lead us to eliminate the PBC. The analysis will be based on Miyagawa’s (1997) claim
that A`-scrambling in front of a subject lands in SpecCP.
Let us then consider the derivation of (111c) (repeated in (114)).

(114) *[CP3[CP1C-ka t1 cenhwa..]2

[TPA-nun [CP2D-ekey1 [CP2B-ka

C-NOM called.C

A-TOP

D-DAT

B-NOM

t2 sayngkak..] malhassta.
thought.C

said

‘A said that B thinks that C called to D.’

Given that CPs and vPs are phases, the dative Dekey in (114) must move to the edge of CP1. Given that vP
is a phase, it then moves to the SpecvP2. The derivation until this point is described in (115).
(115) … [vP Dekey

v`

[CP1 Dekey [TP …

tDekey … ]

The movement out of CP1 creates a remnant CP in (115), which will undergo scrambling into the matrix
clause in (114). Given that vP is a phase, the CP first needs to move to the edge of vP2. Under tucking in, it
will tuck in under Dekey in the lower SpecvP2. Therefore, we obtain separate specifiers of vP2, where the
remnant CP is in the lower specifier, as illustrated in (116).

(116) [vP2

Dekey

[CP … tDekey … ] v`

…

Notice now that since vP is a phase, the outmost edge effect is relevant in that it prevents movement of the
remnant CP in (116) unless Dekey first moves. Dekey then moves to its surface position in the Spec of CP2.
The remnant CP then again must tuck-in under it. Movement of this CP into the matrix clause is then
prevented due to the outmost edge effect.

(117) *[CP3 CP1

… [CP2

Dekey
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tCP1

C`

….

The above account can also be applied to cases like (118) which have been traditionally argued to follow
from the PBC. The schematic derivation is given in (119). In particular, during the relevant derivation of
(118), of which book will move to the Spec of the CP embedded under remember. [How many chapters t1]
will then tuck in under it in the lower SpecCP, with its further movement banned by the outmost edge effect
(see (119)).

(118) *[How many chapters t1]2 do you remember [of which book]1 you read?

XP

(119)
α

X`
X

CPphase
Β

C`

*3

α
2

C`
C

α

1

tβ

Now, let us return to (113), repeated in (120), where the remnant CP movement is apparently allowed after
RTS.

(120) [CP2[CP1 t1

yepputa-ko ] [TP J1-ka
pretty-C

J-NOM

motu-ekey

sayngkaktoyecita.

everyone-DAT think.pass

‘J is thought to be pretty by everyone.’
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Under RTS, the embedded subject undergoes movement into the matrix SpecTP. Assuming that this
movement also proceeds cyclically, the embedded subject J-ka must first move to the embedded SpecCP,
given that the CP is as a phase. This point of derivation is given in (121).

(121) [CP1

J-ka

[TP … tJka …]]

Matrix vP and VP are then merged. Following the assumption that passive vP does not count as a phase
(Chomsky 2000), the matrix T then attracts Jka in (121), given that it is located at the edge of the CP-phase.

(122) [TP J-ka

[vPpassive

[CP1 tJka [TP tJka ] ….

Since (122) is the underlying structure feeding remnant CP movement, the outmost edge effect is irrelevant
here, since the remnant CP is not located in the lower specifier of any phase. Therefore, the remnant CP
can undergo movement into the matrix SpecCP.

(123) [CP2

[CP1 … tJka

… ] [TP Jka

...

Note that the analysis also works if we assume that the passive vP does count as a phase. If the vP counts
as a phase, we would obtain the structure in (124), instead of (122).

(124)

…

[vP J-ka

[CP … tJka … ]

v` …

When T merges with (124), Jka moves to SpecTP. Since traces do not count as edges (29), now the lower
SpecvP becomes an edge position, therefore the remanant CP can undergo movement to SpecCP. 17

17

Fox and Pesetsky (2005) (see also Ko (2005)) develop a system where linear ordering is established derivationally, when a phasal level is reached.
In this system, the linear order that is established at phase X cannot be contradicted by the linear order established at phase Y. This may account
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(125) [CP2

[CP1 … tJka

… ] [TP Jka

[vP tJka

tCP1

…..

To summarize, I have proposed in this section that remnant movement effects can be explained without
recourse to the PBC, with the outmost edge effect capturing several prohibited cases of remnant movement.

3.10 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have provided additional evidence for Bošković’s (2016a) outmost edge effect, which
shows that in constructions where more than one element is located at the edge of the same phase, only the
highest edge is available for movement due to a PIC effect. Various patterns of extraction in possessor
raising, ECM, scrambling, and remnant movement in Korean have been discussed from this perspective,
and a uniform analysis has been proposed for a number of superficially different constructions in terms of
the outmost edge effect.
While Chapter 2 has examined contextuality of labeling and the way it affects the mobility of various
elements, this chapter has examined contextuality of phases and phasal edges and the way they affect
mobility of various phrases in a variety of constructions.

for some of the examples discussed in this chapter. For instance, the pattern in (i) can be accounted for since the surface order of mul and kongul in
(ib) contradicts the order established at the embedded CP phase.
(i)

a. M-ul1
kong-ul2 Chelswu-ka
[CP t1
M-ACC ball-ACC
Chelswu-NOM
‘C thinks that M kicks a ball well.’
b.*kong-ul M-ul
….

[CP t2

[ cal
chanta-ko]]]
well kick-C

sayngkakhanta.
think

However, as also noted in Takita (2010), cases like (ii) where the remnant CP movement is allowed raise an issue for this analysis.
(ii)

[CP t1

yepputa-ko ] [TP J1-ka
motu-ekey
sayngkaktoyecita.
Pretty-C
J-NOM everyone-DAT think.pass
‘
‘J is thought to be pretty by everyone.’

RTS / ✓Remnant CP movement

Under CL, an ordering restriction in (iii) is formed when the embedded CP is sent to spell-out. This analysis then wrongly predicts (ii) to be
ungrammatical (For additional problems for the Fox & Pesetsky’s (2005) analysis, i.e. for arguments that favor the outmost edge analysis over this
analysis, see Bošković (2016a)).
(iii)

Jka
J-NOM

>> yepputako
pretty.C

In contrast, the analysis developed in this chapter can account for the patterns discussed above in a uniform manner.
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Chapter 4: On mobility of Caseless elements in Korean

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I investigate the effect of another mechanism on mobility, in particular I investigate the
relation between the mobility of various elements and Case-marking. It has been claimed that only Casemarked elements can undergo scrambling in Korean. This chapter argues that Case-less elements in Korean
undergo incorporation and that the immobility of Case-less elements is in fact caused by the incorporation.
Let us start with the illustration of the Case requirement on scrambling in (1). (1) shows that Case-less
objects in Korean cannot undergo scrambling: When the object is adjacent to the verb, it can drop the
accusative Case, as in (1a); when the object scrambles, it cannot drop its Case, as in (1b).

(1) a. Mary-ka
Mary-NOM

John(-ul) ttaylessta.
John-ACC hit

b. John*(-ul)1 Mary-ka
John-ACC

Mary-NOM

t1

ttaylessta.
hit

‘Mary hit John.’

Examples like (1) have motivated positing the adjacency condition in (2).

(2) Adjacency Condition: Case-less elements must be adjacent to the licensing head.

A similar paradigm that observes (2) can be found NP-internally. For example, while Case drop with
possessors is in principle possible in Korean, Hong (1994) notes that when there are multiple possessors,
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only the possessor that is adjacent to the head noun can drop its genitive Case, as in (3a), in contrast to the
non-adjacent possessor in (3b).

(3) a. alien-uy

Seoul(-uy)

alien-GEN Seoul-GEN

chimlayk
invasion

‘Alien’s invasion of Seoul’
b. alien*(-uy)

Seoul-uy chimlayk

alien-GEN Seoul-GEN

invasion

(1) and (3) together indicate that we are dealing here with a more general issue than scrambling, namely
Case-marking is required for elements that are not adjacent to the licensing heads (what counts as the
licensing head will be discussed in detail below).
The main goal of this chapter is to provide an account of the adjacency condition in (2). I will provide
different accounts for the case with accusative Drop (AD) (in (1)) and the case with genitive drop (GD) (in
(3)).
For AD, I will argue that the effect of the adjacency condition is the result of incorporation of the Caseless element into the licensing head, and provide an account of the correlation between incorporation and
the mobility of the elements in question1.
For GD, I will argue that the effect of the adjacency condition in this case is a result of the mod-insertion
rule, which treats genitive differently from accusative, and the way the relevant elements are merged under
the assumption that possessors in Korean are adjuncts.
I will start the discussion with AD.

1

I will not consider here wh-phrases, which, as discussed in chapter 2, have a richer structure that affects incorporation. Caseless wh-phrases in
fact need not be V-adjacent. I assume that the Case drop here is licensed by the Q-morpheme, discussed in chapter 2.
i.

Mwuess John-i
satni?
what
John-NOM bought
‘What did John bought?’
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4.2 Evidence for incorporation of AD objects

This section provides evidence that an object which is not Case-marked undergoes incorporation into the
verb. In particular, this section will investigate three properties of AD in Korean, which can be also found
in other incorporation languages like Mapudungun and Chammorro.
The first property of objects subject to AD is that the object in question cannot be modified, which is
parallel to the relevant patterns from Mapudungun discussed in Chapter 2. Consider (4) for the relevant
pattern in Mapudungun.

(4)

*Pedro ngilla-wakai-y

küme ti.

Pedro buy-cow-IND.3sS

good

‘Pedro bought good cow(s).’

(Baker et al. 2005: (55))

In chapter 2, I have argued that the head movement of the N in (4) results in a violation of the labeling
condition, due to the way adjuncts participates in labeling. Crucially, adjectives and nouns do not agree in
Mapudungun, which means that their merger cannot be labeled via feature-sharing. As a result, the relevant
object must be left without a label. This blocks the head movement of the noun here. The following
describes the derivation of the resulting object created by the head movement in (4), which violates the
labeling condition, repeated in (6) (recall that traces are ignored for the purpose of labeling hence good
provides the label in (5)).
(5)
V+cow

AP : violates the labeling condition in (6).
good

tcow

(6) For adjunct interpretation, it is not possible for one element to project.
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The AD object in Korean also cannot be modified, just like the one in Mapudungun (4): in the following
example, the object pap ‘rice’ that is not marked with accusative Case cannot be modified (7a), in contrast
to its Case-marked counterpart in (7b).

(7) a.*Chelswu-ka

palan pap

Chelswu-NOM blue rice

mek-ess-ta.
eat-PAST-DEC

‘Chelswu ate blue rice.’
b. Chelswu-ka

palan pap-ul

Chelswu-NOM blue rice-ACC

mek-ess-ta.
eat-PAST-DEC

‘Chelswu ate blue rice.’

Recall that adjectives and nouns in Korean also do not agree. (7a) can then be captured on a par with (4)
under the incorporation analysis. Thus, the object formed by the merger of adjectives and nouns in Korean
also cannot be labeled via feature-sharing, which means that the object in question must be left labeless, as
in Mapudungun, which is not possible if the noun undergoes movement. Hence, the ungrammaticality of
(7a) can be captured if the object pap ‘rice’ in Korean undergoes head-movement into the verb, as illustrated
in (8). As a result, the resulting element in (8) violates the labeling condition in (6).

(8)

VP
AP
blue

rice+V
trice

I thus take the fact that objects which are subject to AD cannot be modified to indicate that AD involves
head-movement of the noun into the verb.
Another argument for the incorporation analysis of AD involves Argument Ellipsis (AE), which was
also discussed in Chapter 2. While Korean allows AE of an object that is marked with accusative Case, as
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shown in (9a), an AD object disallows AE, as in (9b).

(9) a. halwucongil chayk-ul
All day

ilk-ess-ta.

book-ACC

Ne-to

chayk-ul

You-also

book

read-PST-DEC
ilkepo-ki-lul
read-ki-ACC

chwuchenhanta
recommend

‘I read a book for a whole day. You should read it, too.’
b. *?halwucongil

chayk

ilk-ess-ta.

All day

book

read-PST-DEC

Ne-to

chayk

ilkepo-ki-lul

chwuchenhanta

You-also

book

read-ki-ACC

recommend.

‘Intended: I read a book for a whole day. You should read it, too.’

Assuming that parts of a complex head cannot be elided (see Bošković 2001 and references therein)2, we
can account for the impossibility of AE in (9b) if what is elided is chayk ‘book’ (given parallelism with the
antecendent), given that Caseless elements must undergo incorporation, hence they are part of a complex
head. The elided element is then part of a complex head in (9b).
There is also an alternative analysis, what is elided in (9b) can actually be chayk-ul. Based on Bošković’s
approach to AE discussed in Chapter 2, I propose that the relevant covert type shifting (from type <e,t> to
<e>), which applies to elements that undergo argument ellipsis, cannot be applied here. It has been argued
in the literature that the semantic composition of incorporated nouns differs from their non-incorporated
counterparts (Van Geenhoven 1998, Chung and Ladusaw 2003, Carlson 2003, among many others). In
particular, Van Geenhoven (1998) argues that incorporated nouns do not introduce a variable or a discourse

2

Thus, it is not possible to delete the clitic, which forms a complex head with the verb, in (i).
i. *Juan lo
compró y
Javier
Juan it
bought
and Javier
‘Juan bought it and Javier read it.’

lo leyó.
it read
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referent; instead they denote a property P that is absorbed by the main predicate and restricts the argument
variable of the verb. In other words, the resulting type of such elements is not an individual (type e), but a
property (type <e,t>). Assuming that incorporated nouns are property denoting, Chung and Ladusaw 2003
argues that the semantic composition of the verb and the incorporated noun are done in the following
manner, arguing for a semantic rule Restrict.

(10) a.λyλxλe[have’(y)(x)(e)]
<e,<e,t>>

Restrict

car’
<e,t>

b. λxλyλe[have’(y)(x)(e)^car’(y)]
<λe,<e,t>>

(Chung & Ladusaw 2003:(66))

(10) shows that the object that is semantically composed via Restrict does not saturate the argument of the
predicate. Crucially, Chung and Ladusaw (2003) assume that semantic composition via Restrict in
configurations like (10) happens when the object incorporates into the verb, which is what I argue happens
with caseless NPs in Korean.
To account for the ungrammaticality of AE in (9b), I suggest that we are dealing here with an issue of
parallelism. Particularly, Takahashi (2008) shows that a subject cannot be an antecedent for an object
argument ellipsis, which indicates that if the antecedent bears the external theta-role, the target must also
bear the external theta role. In this sprit, I propose that the semantically non-saturating operation Restrict
has a consequences for licensing AE, in that the relevant element cannot be an antecedent for AE of
elements that will undergo covert type-shifting (Recall that, as discussed in chapter 2, the elided chayk-ul
‘book’ in (9b) needs to undergo covert type-shifting to type <e>. Recall also that the alternative analysis
suggested above can account for (9b) if parallelism forces the elided element to be chayk, given that the
antecedent here is chayk.)
Another argument, which is closely related to the claim that elements that undergo AD function differently
in terms of argumentation, comes from the paradigm of the so-called extra object construction. Crucially,
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AD in Korean may affect Case-assignment abilities of a predicate, in that an incorporated noun and the
verb may form a complex verb, which can take an extra object. Consider (11).

(11) a. Romaintul-i

(Yesunim(-kkey/*-lul)) mos-ul

Roman-NOM Jejus-LOC/-ACC

pak-ass-ta.

nail-ACC hammer-PAST-DEC

‘Romans hammered a nail at Jejus’
b. Romaintul-i

*(Yesunim(*-kkey/-lul)) mos

Roman-NOM

Jejus-LOC/-ACC

nail

pak-ass-ta.
hammer-PAST-DEC

‘Romans hammered a nail at Jejus’

In (11a), the verb pak ‘hammered’ takes the accusative object mos ‘nail’, and the PP Yesunim ‘Jejus’
functions as an adjunct marked with locative (the relevant element can be dropped). However, an AD object
has an effect on argument structure and Case-assignment. The relevant element is now obligatorily and
must bear accusative. I suggest that the noun mos ‘nail’ and the verb ‘hammer’ form a complex predicate
which takes the NP Yesunim as its direct object in (11b).
A similar pattern can be found in Chamorro. In this language, the complex element N-V can also take
an extra object (see Chung and Ladusaw 2003).

(12) Gäi-[ga’] un ga’lagu
agr.have-Pet a dog

ennao na patgun.
that

L child

‘That child has a pet dog.’

(Chung and Ladusaw 2003: (29))

In (12), there is an extra object un ga’lagu ‘a dog’, in addition to the incorporated noun ga ‘dog’ in the
predicate. As noted in Chung and Ladusaw (2003), the extra object in these incorporation structures looks
morphologically like a direct object of the complex verb. For example, the extra object occurs in the
unmarked morphological case, which is realized as si for proper nouns but not overtly realized otherwise.
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Compare the extra objects in (13) with the ordinary direct objects in (14).

(13) a. Hämi gämi-[ga’]
we

ennao

na

ga’lagu.

WH[NOM].agr.have-pet that L dog

‘We own that dog’
b. Hayi gäi-[patgun]
who

si Carmen?

WH[NOM].agr.have-child Unm Carmen

‘Whose child is Carmen?’
(14) a. Ima’estra

siha ma-tätaitai

ennao na lepblu.

the teacher P1 agr-read.Prog that

L blue

‘The teachers are reading that book.’
b. Ha-fa’bäba si

Carmen

agr-deceive Unm Carmen
‘He deceived Carmen.’

The parallel behavior of the extra object in (13) and the object in (14) suggest that the incorporated noun in
(13) does not compose in the same way as the object in (14), in that the complex head formed by the
incorporation (i.e. N-V) can still take a direct object (i.e. the extra object). I thus take the extra objects found
under AD in Korean to indicate that AD involves head movement of the relevant element into the licensing
head, which is responsible for its different semantic composition as discussed above.
To summarize, the incorporation analysis of Case drop developed here unifies a number of properties
of the relevant constructions, in particular the adjacency condition, the ban on modifier-stranding, the ban
on AE, and the effect that Case-drop has on argument structure and Case-marking. In the next section, I
extend the analyses to various constructions that at first sight do not appear to be well behaved and show
that their behavior is in fact predicted under the incorporation analysis. I will first, however, make the
adjacency condition more precise.
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4.3 Analysis of the Adjacency condition for AD
4.3.1 Modification of Adjacency condition

This section shows that the adjacency condition in (2) (repeated in (15)) has to be defined structurally, in
that only elements in complement position of the verb can appear without Case.

(15) Adjacency Condition: Case-less elements must be adjacent to the licensing head.

To begin with, Hong (1994) observes the following data that illustrate the adjacency condition. Crucially,
he notes that both nominative and accusative case-markers can be dropped when the elements in question
are adjacent to the verb.

(16) a. Chelswu-ka

chayk(-ul) sassta.

Chelswu-NOM book-ACC bought
‘Chelswu bought a book.’
b. kicha(-ka)

tochakhassta.

train-NOM arrived
‘The train arrived.’

Now, let us investigate more closely the properties of the adjacency condition here. Given that both
accusative and nominative can be dropped, I will refer to the phenomenon in question as Case-drop. As
discussed before, Case-Drop requires adjacency to the verb. In (17), the object that undergoes scrambling
must be marked with accusative Case, given that scrambling displaces the object into a position that is not
adjacent to the verb.
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(17) chayk*(-ul) Chelswu-ka

sassta.

book-ACC Chelswu-NOM bought
‘Chelswu bought a book.’

The pattern with nominative Cases provides evidence that the adjacency condition must be defined
structurally. The nominative Case in (18) cannot be dropped, which is not surprising given that the element
in question is not adjacent to the verb. Hence, the distribution of nominative drop as shown in (16b) and
(18) may suggest that we are dealing here with a strict surface order restriction.

(18) Chelswu*(-ka)
Chelswu-NOM

chayk-ul

sassta.

book-ACC bought

‘Chelswu bought a book.’

However, examples like (19) crucially show that the adjacency condition cannot be defined simply based
on surface adjacency. In (19), the object undergoes scrambling, and as a result the nominative NP is now
located adjacent to the verb. Although it is adjacent to the verb, the nominative Case cannot be dropped in
(19).

(19) chayk-ul
book-ACC

Chelswu*(-ka)

sassta.

Chelswu-NOM bought

‘Chelswu bought a book.’

Furthermore, the external argument of an unergative predicate cannot drop its nominative Case although it
is adjacent to the verb as in (20), which indicates that the adjacency condition cannot be defined solely
based on surface adjacency.
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(20) Chelswu*(-ka) ttwiessta
Chelswu-NOM

ran

‘Chelswu ran.’

The patterns with respect to nominative Case thus suggest that there are structural restrictions involved in
Case-drop. In this respect, Hong (1994) provides a generalization that captures the distribution of relevant
elements in terms of their syntactic position as in (21).

(21) Hong’s generalization
a. Case particles can be unrealized in the complement position.
b. Case particles cannot be unrealized in the specifier position.

The generalization accounts for the distribution of nominative drop. For instance, the nominative in (16b)
is the internal argument of an unaccusative predicate tochak ‘arrive’, and hence the Case particle can be
dropped. However, in (19), the nominative Chelswuka is generated in the specifier position (i.e. SpecvP),
and the particle in question cannot be dropped.
While Hong’s (1994) generalization captures the distribution of nominative drop, he does not provide an
account for his generalization.
Before giving an account, I will however provide additional evidence for Hong’s generalization. As
discussed in Chapter 3, ECMed subjects in Korean may stay in the embedded SpecCP, as in (22a), or
undergo object-shift to the higher SpecvP, as in (22b).

(22) a. Chelswu-ka

[CP Yenghuy-lul yepputako] sayngkakhanta]]

Chelswu-NOM

Yenghuy-ACC pretty.C

‘Chelswu thinks that Yenghuy is pretty.’
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think

b. Chelswu-ka

[vPYenghuy-lul1 [CP t1 yepputako]sayngkakhanta]]

Chelswu-NOM Yenghuy-ACC

pretty.C

think

‘Chelswu thinks that Yenghuy is pretty.’

Note that in both positions the NP in question is located in a position that is structurally adjacent to the verb
(in that there are no overt elements that intervene between the two structurally). However, as shown in (23),
AD is disallowed from both SpecCP and SpecvP.

(23) John-i

Yenghuy*(-lul)

John-NOM Yenghuy-ACC

yepputako saynkakhanta
pretty.C

think

‘John thinks that Yenghuy is pretty.’

(23) thus also provides evidence for Hong’s generalization, in that elements that are located in a specifier
position cannot surface without Case marking.

4.3.2 Deducing Hong’s generalization

This section provides an account of Hong’s generalization based on the head movement analysis of Case
drop. As repeated in (24), Hong’s generalization captures the structural distribution of Case-less elements.

(24) Hong’s generalization
a. Case particles can be unrealized in the complement position.
b. Case particles cannot be unrealized in the specifier position.
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I argue that Hong’s (1994) generalization can be deduced by syntactic restrictions imposed on head
movement, given the well-known assumption that movement must be upward.
The gist of Hong’s generalization is that only the element in the complement position can be realized
without Case. The schematic structure for both the complement and the Spec context is given in (25) (here
I assume that the object incorporates into the complex v+V head4)

(25)

vP
*tn

v`
VP

N+V+v

NP

tV

tN

No problem regarding the upward property of movement arises with the trace of N in the complement
position in (25). The subject in (26), involving an unaccusative verb, can then drop its nominative Case,
given that the theme subject is generated as the structural sister of the verb.

(26) kicha(-ka) tochakhassta.
train-NOM

arrived

‘The train arrived.’

(27)

vP
VP
NP

v+V+N
tV

tN

4

I assume that head movement does not affect the label that is already projected as a result of a head-phrase merger.
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In contrast to head movement from the complement position, head movement from the specifier position
in the relevant context is ruled out due to the upward property of movement, as schematically shown in
(28).

(28)

vP
NP

…

tN

*N+V+v

Importantly, Uriagereka (1988) shows that article incorporation is possible out of unergative subjects in
Galician. Galician has the process of article incorporation, illustrated in (29) (see Uriagereka 1988, 1996,
Bošković 2013c, 2015).

(29)

viche-loi

[DP ti retrato ]

saw.you-the

portrait

‘You saw the portrait.’

Crucially, such incorporation is also possible out of unergative subjects, as in (30).

(30)

Merda fixested-losi
shit

[DP ti

did-the

[NP fachas]]
fascists

‘You fascists did nothing!’

What is going on here is that the verb in Galician moves to T, so that D-incorporation in (30) does not
involve lowering.
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Returning now to Korean, that the incorporation in Korean is blocked in (28) then provides an argument
that the verb in Korean does not move to T, in contrast to Galician. The incorporation analysis thus sheds
light on the controversial issue of whether Korean has V-to-T movement.
Finally, for ECM subjects in (31), there are two potential positions: SpecvP and SpecCP. However the
head movement from both positions is apparently disallowed, given (23), repeated below as in (31).

(31) John-i

Yenghuy*(-lul)

John-NOM

Yenghuy-ACC

yepputako saynkakhanta
pretty.C

think

‘John thinks that Yenghuy is pretty.’

The SpecvP option, given in (32), is ruled out in the same way as for (20), repeated in (33).

(32)

vP
NP
tN

(33)

v`
VP

*N+V+v

Chelswu*(-ka) ttwiessta
Chelswu-NOM ran
‘Chelswu ran.’

Recall, however, that the ECM subject can also be located in SpecCP. In this structure, N moves upward
into the predicate, as shown in (34), so this cannot be the problem here. Takahashi (1994), however, argues,
contra Torrego (1988), that extraction from SpecCP is not possible. I then assume that the impossibility of
movement in (34) is due to the general islandhood of SpecCP.
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(34)

vP
VP
CP

N+V+v
tV

NP

C`

tN

4.4 Exceptional cases of adjacency requirement: Multiple incorporation

This section investigates some exceptional cases for the adjacency condition. In particular, there are cases
where a non-adjacent element appears without Case marking. I will argue that such sentences involve
multiple incorporation.
Consider (35), where a non-V-adjacent object appears without Case-marking.

(35) pap
rice

matitkey

mek-essta.

deliciously eat-PAST.DEC

‘ate rice deliciously.’

If the manner adverb adjoins to VP as illustrated in (36), (35) should be unacceptable, given the discussion
so far.
(36)

vP
VP
deliciously

N+V+v
VP

NP

tV

tN
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I argue that the structure in (36) is not the correct structure for (35). Instead, I propose that the surface order
of (35) is the result of multiple incorporation, namely incorporation of the adverb and the noun into the
same predicate, as illustrated in (37). Crucially, note that both head movements proceed upwards (for
additional cases of such adverb incorporation, which indicate that such incorporation is in principle possible,
see Bošković 2013c and Rivero 1992. Note that Boškovićc 2013c shows that the head of the island can
always undergo incorporation.

(37)

vP
VP

N+adv+V+v

tadverb

VP
NP

tV

tN

Given the property of head movement where it has to be upward, I propose that in Korean only adverbs
that are low (i.e. VP-adjoined) can undergo incorporation into the predicate. Before illustrating the details
of this analysis, let us first consider other languages which show that low adverbs can incorporate into the
predicate. In Greek, manner adverbs can be incorporated into the predicate, as shown in (38) (see Rivero
1992).

(38) a. I

Marίa

the Mary
b. I

tha to

girίsi anάpoda.

will

turn

it

Marίa tha to

the Mary

will it

upside+down

anapodo-girίsi
upside+down-turn

‘Mary will turn it upside down’

Interestingly, there is a restriction on the type of adverbs that can undergo the incorporation. For example,
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temporal adverbials, which are higher in the structure, cannot be incorporated (Smirniotopoulous and
Joseph 1998):

(39) a. ta peðjά

amésos

θa

ksipnίsun

the children immediately FUT awake/3PL
‘The children will awake up immediately.’
b. *ta peðjά θa ameso(s)-ksipnίsun

Korean adverb incorporation exhibits parallel behavior to Greek. In contrast to the manner adverb in (35),
the intervening temporal adverbial in (40) blocks AD, which follows given that such adverbials cannot
incorporate due to their height.

(40) Chelswu-ka

kuksu*(-lul) sunsikane

mekessta.

Chelswu-NOM noodle-ACC immediately

ate

‘Chelswu ate noodle immediately.’

Lastly, the current claim that low manner adverbs incorporate into the predicate in the context under
consideration can be further confirmed by the fact that the adverbs in question cannot be modified. As
discussed in Chapter 2, elements that undergo head-movement cannot be. It is then predicted that an adverb
that intervenes between a Caseless object and the verb cannot be modified (since it then could not
incorporate into the verb). The prediction is indeed borne out.

(41)

pap*(-ul)

kuktancekuro matitkey

rice

extremely

mek-essta.

deliciously eat-PAST.DEC

‘ate rice deliciously.’
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To conclude this section, I have argued that exceptional cases like (35), where the adjacency condition
appears to be violated, involve multiple incorporation of adverbs and nouns into the predicate.

4.5 Case drop in Nominal Domain

This section investigates the adjacency condition within the nominal domain. As repeated in (42),
possessors that are adjacent to the head noun can be realized without genitive Case (42a), in contrast to
non-adjacent possessors (42b).

(42) a. alien-uy

Seoul(-uy)

alien-GEN Seoul-GEN
b. alien*(-uy)

chimlayk
invasion

Seoul-uy chimlayk

alien-GEN Seoul-GEN

invasion

Although the patterns in (42) superficially indicate that the same adjacency condition applies to the nominal
domain, I will argue that the adjacency effect in (42) should be accounted for differently from the adjacency
effect in the verbal domain.
This section provide evidence for the claim that the adjacency condition with respect to case-less
possessors must be analyzed differently from the adjacency effect in the verbal domain. To begin with,
Hong (1994) argues that the patterns in (42) can be accounted for under his generalization, repeated in (43).

(43) Hong’s generalization
a. Case particles can be unrealized in the complement position.
b. Case particles cannot be unrealized in the specifier position.
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Hong (1994) argues that in (42a) the genitive-marked argument of deverbal noun chimlayk ‘invaision’ can
drop the genitive Case since the element in question is located in the complement position of the noun. This
is not the case with the non-adjacent genitive argument alien in (42b), which he assumes is located in the
specifier position.
However, the assumption that the possessors in (42) reflect the complement/spec distinction cannot be
maintained given the adjunct behavior of the possessors in question, discussed in the previous chapters.
First, a possessor that can drop the genitive c-commands out of the subject, as indicated by the binding
violation in (44), which shows that it should be treated as an adjunct (see Chapter 3).

(44) *Chelswu(-uy)i tochak-i kui-lul silmangsikessta.
Chelswu-GEN

arrival-NOM him-ACC disappoint

‘The arrival of Chelswui disappointed himi’

The genitive argument Chelswu in (44a) then can drop its Case although it is adjoined to NP. The adjunct
behavior of the possessors in question indicates that Hong’s structural distinction cannot be applied to Caseless possessors.
Furthermore, the possessors of unergative deverbal nouns can also appear without genitive Case, as
shown in (45). If the adjacency condition on the genitive drop is to be analyzed identically to the one of the
nominative drop discussed in the previous section, that we don’t find an unergative/unaccusative
asymmetry with the genitive drop would be surprising.

(45) Chelswu-(uy) taliki
Chelswu-GEN run
‘Cheklswu’s run’
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To summarize, I have shown that Caseless possessors exhibit different properties from Caseless arguments
of Vs. Consequently, we cannot apply the account of the latter to Caseless possessors.
How should then Caseless possessors be treated? This is connected to the treatment of genitive Case in
Korean. I assume here that the genitive Case uy in Korean is inserted in PF via the rule of the mod-insertion
(see Kitagawa and Ross 1982, Saito et al. 2008, An 2014 among others).
Thus, following An (2014), I assume that genitive Case marker uy in Korean should not be treated as a
genuine indicator of Case licensing, Case checking, or Agree. Instead, the genitive Case marker in Korean
is a “contextual Case marker”, which obeys the following mod-insertion rule (see Kitagawa and Ross 1982,
Saito et al. 2008, An 2014) (modified for Korean, following An 2014).

(46) Mod insertion rule for Korean
[NP … XP NP ] -> [NP … XP Mod NP], where Mod= uy

(see An 2014, Saito et al. 2008)

The crucial example in this light is given in (47), where the PP element receives genitive Case. Given that
PPs normally do not require Case licensing, the obligatoriness of genitive Case in (47) can be taken to
indicate that the Case marker is inserted contextually, obeying the rule in (46).

(47) thulayk-esey-*(uy) cilcwu
track-at-GEN

sprint

‘the sprint on the track.’

Regarding Caseless possessors, we are then dealing here with the issue of when (46) must apply and when
it optionally applies. The relevant context can be built into the rule in (46). One appealing alternative,
however, could be that Poss-N combinations are structurally ambiguous. As discussed earlier, we are
dealing with adjunction here. It might, however, be that the adjunction can be instantiated either as (48a),
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a traditional head adjunction adapted to the labeling framework, or as in (48b), a traditional phrasal
adjunction (recall that such adjunction does not involve labeling).

(48) a.

?
H

H

b.

?
XP

YP

It may be then that (48b) involves obligatory mod-insertion (appropriate modifier) and (48a) no mod
insertion, though a number of questions would arise here regarding how to implement the phrase/head
distinction in (48). (Notice in this respect that in contrast to genitive possessors, Caseless possessors cannot
be modified and that possessors without genitive can co-occur with Caseless nouns, which can be analyzed
as multiple incorporation)5. From this perspective, multiple possessors examples like (42b) would involve
(48b), hence obligatory Gen insertion in (42b)( in (42a) the second possessor would be incorporated when
bare), and the same would apply to (47).
Recall also that as discussed in Chapter 3, inalienable possessors in Korean require traditional
adjunction. If this can only be done on the phrasal level, we could capture why genitive is obligatory here.

(49) Chelswu*(-uy)

tali

Chelswu

leg

‘Chelswu’s leg’

5

The relevant data are given in (i-ii). I will, however, leave a more in-depth investigation of the possibility of caseless possessor incorporation for
future research.
i. a. *pwucain kyoswu cha
rich
professor car
intended: ‘rich professor’s car’
b. pwucain kyoswu-uy
cha
rich
professor-GEN car
‘rich professor’s car’
ii. Mary-ka
Chelswu-uy
cha-lul
ppalatta.
Mary-NOM Chelswu
car
sold
‘Mary sold Chelswu’s car.’
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(50)

NP
PossP + mod

NP

Chelswu -uy

leg

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter has argued that Caseless arguments of verbs undergo incorporation into the verb. Assuming
that incorporation is done via head movement, various distributional properties of Caseless elements and
their restricted distribution in Korean have been accounted for by constraints on head movement and
complex heads. Caseless arguments of nouns, on the other hand, were treated differently. It was shown that
genitive drop differs from accusative drop in several respects, which justifies treating them differently.
Regarding genitive drop, a diagnostic was provided that can differentiate phrasal and head level adjunction.
It was also shown that the patterns of case drop verbal arguments provide evidence against V-to-T
movement in Korean.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

In this dissertation, I have investigated the contextuality of labeling, phasal edges and phases as they affect
the mobility of various elements. In the first part of the dissertation, I have provided a deduction of the A/N
agreement generalization discussed in Bošković (2009b), where agreement between AP and NP affects the
mobil,ity of the elements in question in the {AP,NP} merge configurations, in terms of the labeling theory.
In this respect I have examined how adjunction structures are labeled and argued that labeling is not always
necessary for interpretation. The contextuality of labeling plays the crucial role in determining the mobility
of the elements discussed in this part of the thesis. In the second part of the dissertation, I have explored
how the contextuality of phasal edges affects various word order paradigms in Korean, with emphasis on
Possessor Raising, Exceptional Case Marking, and scrambling. In the third part of the dissertation, I have
shown that the generalization that Case-less elements cannot undergo scrambling can be accounted for if
the relevant elements undergo incorporation; in a sense then the way of Case-licensing here affects the
mobility of the relevant elements.
Chapter 2 argued that the A/N agreement generalization, which shows the agreement is necessary for
extraction in the configurations in question (namely, {AP,NP} merger), can be deduced from labeling.
While this chapter generally follows the labeling algorithm in Chomsky (2013), it has also proposed several
modifications in the timing of labeling and the labeling-interpretation relation. With respect to the timing
of labeling, this chapter argues that labeling must be done as soon as it is possible, which essentially
strengthens Bošković’s (2015) approach to the timing of labeling, where labeling can be done when it is
possible. With respect to the labeling-interpretation relation, this chapter argues that labeling is not required
for adjunct interpretation, and proposes a labeling condition where the semantics of adjunct configuration
imposes a particular restriction on labeling where neither element in a modification structure is allowed to
project a label. The modified labeling algorithm proposed in this chapter then deduces the A/N agreement
generalization, where the presence of feature-sharing (i.e. agreement) between adjectives and nouns has a
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different effect on the labeling of the resulting object from the structures when there is no feature-sharing
in this case (i.e. when there is no A/N agreement). It was shown that various patterns of discontinuous NPs
in SC, Warlpiri, Korean, Japanese, Mayali and Mapudungun receive a uniform account based on the
approach to labeling argued for here. The analysis also explains why, in contrast to the LBE of adjectives,
LBE of numerals in SC is not subject to the agreement requirement, as well as why LBE of inalienable
possessors in Korean is not subject to it, in contrast to LBE of alienable possessor. Adjunct movement was
also discussed, with special attention paid to wh-movement, topicalization and scrambling. The proposed
analysis crucially distinguishes scrambling from the others, by capitalizing on the semantic vacuity property
of scrambling, which has enabled us to account for the ban on the scrambling of adjuncts.
Chapter 3 has provided additional evidence for Bošković’s (2016a) outmost edge effect, which shows that
in constructions where more than one element is located at the edge of the same phase, only the highest
edge is available for movement due to a PIC effect. Various patterns of extraction in possessor raising,
ECM, scrambling, and remnant movement in Korean have been discussed from this perspective, and a
uniform analysis was proposed for a number of superficially different constructions in terms of the outmost
edge effect. While Chapter 2 has examined contextuality of labeling and the way it affects the mobility of
various elements, this chapter has examined contextuality of phases and phasal edges and the way they
affect mobility of various phrases in a variety of constructions. This chapter also completes the overall
picture of the relationship between traditional adjunction, labeling, and the interpretation of the
configuration in question by arguing that what is traditionally considered to be adjunction corresponds to
different structures in terms of labeling, which reflects a difference in the interpretation.
Chapter 4 has argued that Caseless arguments of verbs undergo incorporation into the verb. Assuming
that incorporation is done via head movement, various distributional properties of Caseless elements and
their restricted distribution in Korean have been accounted for by constraints on head movement and
complex heads. This chapter has also argued that Case-drop should not be analyzed as a unified
phenomenon. It has also contributed to the overall discussion of adjunction in this work by providing a new
diagnostic, based on Case-drop, for differentiating phrase-and head-level adjunction.
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The discussion in this thesis has addressed a number of additional issues, like crosslinguistic variation
with respect to argument ellipsis, the precise analysis of ECM and possessor constructions in Korean, the
issue of whether Korean has V-to-T movement, and the Proper Binding Condition, which was deduced
from an independent mechanism.
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